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Abstract

ABSTRACT
The Okavango river flows from southern Angola, through the Kavango region of Namibia
and into the Okavango Delta in Botswana. The recent peace in Angola hopefully marks the end
of the intense suffering that the peoples of the river basin have endured, and the beginning of
sustainable decision-making in the area. Informed decision-making however requires knowledge;
and there is a need for, and a lack of knowledge regarding basin-wide land cover (LC) changes,
and their causes, during the Angolan civil war in the basin. Furthermore, there is a need for, and a
lack of knowledge on how expanding large-scale agriculture and urban growth along the AngolaNamibia border affects the water quality of the river.
The aim of this study was therefore to develop a remote sensing method applicable to the
basin (with scant ground-truth data availability) to carry out a systematic historic study of LC
changes during the Angolan civil war, to apply the method to the basin, to relate these changes to
major societal trends in the region, and to analyse potential impacts of expanding large-scale
agriculture and urban growth on the water quality of the river along the Angola-Namibia border.
A range of remote sensing methods to study historic LC changes in the basin were tried and
evaluated against reference data collected during a field visit in Namibia in October 2005.
Eventually, two methods were selected and applied to pre-processed Landsat MSS and ETM+
satellite image mosaics of 1973 and 2001 respectively: 1. a combined unsupervised classification
and pattern-recognition change detection method providing quantified and geographically
distributed binary LC class change trajectory information and, 2. an NDVI (Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index) change detection method providing quantified and geographically
distributed continuous information on degrees of change in vegetation vigour. In addition,
available documents and people initiated in the basin conditions were consulted in the pursuit of
discerning major societal trends that the basin had undergone during the Angolan civil war.
Finally, concentrations of nutrients (total phosphorous & total nitrogen), bacteria (faecal
coliforms & faecal streptococci), conductivity, total dissolved solids, dissolved oxygen, pH,
temperature and Secchi depth were sampled at 11 locations upstream and downstream of largescale agricultural facilities and an urban area during the aforementioned field visit.
The nature, extent and geographical distribution of LC changes in the study area during the
Angolan civil war were determined. The study area (150 922 km2) was the Angolan and Namibian
parts of the basin. The results indicate that the vegetation vigour is dynamic and has decreased
overall in the area, perhaps connected with precipitation differences between the years. However
while the vigour decreased in the northwest, it increased in the northeast, and on more local
scales the pattern was often more complex. With respect to migration out of Angola into
Namibia, the LC changes followed expectations of more intense use in Namibia close to the
border (0-5 km), but not at some distance (10-20 km), particularly east of Rundu. With respect to
urbanisation, expectations of increased human impact locally were observed in e.g. Rundu,
Menongue and Cuito Cuanavale. Road deterioration was also observed with Angolan
urbanisation but some infrastructures appeared less damaged by the war. Some villages (e.g.
Savitangaiala de Môma) seem to have been abandoned during the war so that the vegetation
could regenerate, which was expected. But other villages (e.g. Techipeio) have not undergone the
same vegetation regeneration suggesting they were not abandoned. The areal extent of large-scale
agriculture increased 59% (26 km2) during the war, perhaps as a consequence of population
growth. But the expansion was not nearly at par with the population growth of the Kavango
region (320%), suggesting that a smaller proportion of the population relied on the large-scale
agriculture for their subsistence in 2001 compared with 1973.
No significant impacts were found from the large-scale agriculture and urbanisation on the
water quality during the dry season of 2005. Total phosphorous concentrations (with range:
0.067-0.095 mg l-1) did vary significantly between locations (p=0.013) but locations upstream and
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downstream of large-scale agricultural facilities were not significantly different (p=0.5444).
Neither did faecal coliforms (range: 23-63 counts per 100ml) nor faecal streptococci (range: 8-33
counts per 100ml) vary significantly between locations (p=0.332 and p=0.354 respectively). Thus
the impact of Rundu and the extensive livestock farming along the border were not significant at
this time. The Cuito river on the other hand significantly decreased both the conductivity (range:
27.2-49.7 µS cm-1, p<0.0001) and the total dissolved solid concentration (range: 12.7-23.4 mg l-1,
p<0.0001) of the mainstream of the Okavango during the dry season.
Land cover changes during the Angolan civil war, contributing causes and effects on water
quality were studied in this research effort. Many of the obtained results can be used directly or
with further application as a knowledge base for sustainable decision-making and management in
the basin. Wisely used by institutions charged with that objective, the information can contribute
to sustainable development and the ending of suffering and poverty for the benefit of the peoples
of the Okavango and beyond.

Keywords: Okavango, land cover change, Angolan civil war, unsupervised classification,
Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), binary change, degree of change, water quality,
agriculture.
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1. Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION
The environment is in constant motion. Many a time this is due to natural causes, but
increasingly so also due to anthropogenic causes such as population growth, agriculture,
economic growth, industrialisation, globalisation, migration and urbanisation (McNeill, 2000). It
is generally recognised that several of these are necessary for the very existence of mankind
(agriculture) and others are intrinsic in a society guided by modernistic principles (economic
growth), despite the fact that they often degrade the aquatic and other environments. Degraded
environmental resources further particularly affect poor people in several ways e.g. reducing
health, resource security and productive capacity (Swedish Water House, no date). Therefore
there is a pressing need for sustainable development - for balancing necessary, often
environmentally degrading, human activities with environmental needs and buffering capacities in
the sustainable use of water resources. Achieving sustainable development in semi-arid areas will
moreover particularly aid in poverty and hunger reduction since most of the poorest people of
the world live in dry areas (Swedish Water House, no date).
This research effort centres on elucidating some of the environmental history of the mostly
semi-arid Okavango river basin (hereafter the basin) in southern Africa, which is a prerequisite to
sustainable development in the area (Figure 1). A thorough grasp of the environmental history of
an area is essential for effective sustainable development, since decisions made in the absence of
such information run the risk of being little more than theoretical conjectures (McNeill, 2000).
Although significant improvements have been made recently, in many respects knowledge is still
insufficient or elementary in the basin. Significant gaps include the lack of systematic knowledge
regarding historical land cover (LC) change during the Angolan civil war (1975-2002), its relation
to known temporal patterns, e.g. migration and increased large-scale agriculture, and the effect of
increased large-scale agriculture on water quality (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004; Ringrose, 2005).
These are of primary concern in the basin due to recent increasing demands for food security and
self-sufficiency in Namibia likely affecting the water quality; and due to the recent end of the civil
war in Angola, which is anticipated to have led, and lead, to remigration of refugees into the area
probably affecting the natural resources. However, to be able to more fully appreciate the current
changes that the basin is going through, a more thorough grasp of the changes it went through is
essential. This is in order to establish post civil war baseline conditions critical to basin-wide
management on which to base more holistic sustainable decisions and decision support systems
in the future, for the benefit of the peoples of the basin and the Permanent Okavango River
Basin Water Commission (OKACOM) charged with managing the river, in the pursuit of
sustainable development and poverty alleviation.
The intention of this research effort was to address these knowledge gaps regarding the basin.
More detail on the background for this study and the existing research with respect to the
aforementioned aspects is presented in the proceeding section. Subsequent to that follows the
explicit definition of the research aim and objectives building on the background information,
details on the methods chosen for this study, the results from the application of these methods
and finally, a discussion of these results in the light of the basin context.
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2. BACKGROUND & EXISTING RESEARCH
2.1. BACKGROUND
The Okavango river essentially flows from the southern highlands in Angola, through the dry
plains of Namibia into the inland Okavango Delta wetland in Botswana in the Kalahari desert
(Figure 1, Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004). The size of the river basin, as defined by Mendelsohn
& el Obeid (2004) is 192 500 km2. The climate of the region changes markedly from the hilly subtropical source areas in southern Angola to the flat semi-arid Delta1 in Botswana; and is
characterised by significant variability on scales from days to decades. Furthermore, abundant dry
river channels, particularly in the south, bear witness of much wetter conditions in times past.
The basin is unique in many respects (e.g. through its clear waters and large inland Delta) and
only to a minor extent affected by human activity so far. Its quartz rich, sandy soils constitute the
main source of sediment input ensuring the clarity and oligotrophy of its waters. Its large inland
Delta with an abundance of animal and plant life constitutes a veritable oasis in the midst of the
Kalahari, largely sustained by the water, sediment and nutrient inputs from the river. The basin is
permeated by ecosystems that crucially depend on the river and its functions, and the success of
both existing and planned tourism activities in Botswana and Namibia in the vicinity of the river
depends largely on the maintenance of the river and its functions (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004;
Republic of Namibia, 2003).
Due to a jagged history of slavery, disease and warfare in combination with relatively poorly
yielding soils and low rainfall, most people in Angola, Namibia and Botswana live outside the
Okavango basin. Poverty in these countries is prevalent: 70%, 50% and 45% of the populations
respectively live below the poverty line (World Factbook, 2005). Many of the 600 000 inhabitants
of the basin are descendants of immigrants primarily from nearby areas in Angola (Mendelsohn
& el Obeid, 2004). Angolan migrants have moved to several countries including Namibia,
Botswana and Zambia. In Namibia evidence of migration from Angola during their civil war
(immediately following their war of independence against Portugal) is perhaps most stark just
south of the river marking the border between the neighbours, where around 200 000 people live
and cultivate the land while only a small number of people live2 on the other side of the river
(where many of the immigrants came from) (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004). Migration is
important for the study of environmental history, since it can result in altered environments, such
as vegetation regeneration in previously inhabited areas, and clearing of land in newly inhabited
areas. Population growth in the area has been about 3% yr-1 over the last 90 years but, due to
immigration, closer to 5% yr-1 in the Kavango region of Namibia during the last 30 years. These
figures however hide the detrimental effect of the AIDS pandemic that reduces the population
growth in the region by more than half (Ashton, 2003). In addition, there is an urbanisation trend
in the region, mainly spurred on by the search for education or employment. Population growth
in the urban centres Rundu, Grootfontein and Windhoek for the last 20 years has been in the
order of 5-6% yr-1 (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004; Sjömander-Magnusson, 2004). The population
growth and urbanisation in the region is important because a larger population rightfully
demands more water and more food in a more concentrated area implying an increased need for
large-scale intensive agriculture. Namibia has consequently expressed the intention to expand its
large-scale agriculture in the vicinity of the Okavango to increase food security and selfsufficiency (Nujoma, 2002). But in many places urban and agricultural expansion has resulted in
degraded water quality (e.g. elevated nutrient and bacterial levels) in water bodies receiving the

The Delta is the large alluvial fan in Botswana
With recent resettlement efforts more people are again beginning to settle in this area. In addition, it should be
noted that the disparity of the population density is also related to there generally being better soils for cultivation
further north in Angola than just beside the Namibian border (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004).
1
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drainage waters with detrimental ramifications for associated ecosystems (Dobson & Frid, 1998).
The question raised in this context is therefore what effect these LC changes might have on water
quality. Another factor potentially affecting the water quality is the relatively high and rather
stable intensity of livestock farming along the Namibian stretch of the river (Mendelsohn & el
Obeid, 2004). Thus, the basin is facing a challenging balancing act in the future, which calls for
the development of a framework of sustainability. In order to develop this framework effectively,
knowledge of the environmental history is required to inform decision-making.
2.2. EXISTING RESEARCH
Knowledge on the environmental history of the region is improving but still lacking in certain
respects, which the following section will focus on. The study of LC and LC change, principally
with the aid of remotely sensed imagery, has been successfully linked to environmental history in
the past and is increasingly being used both in the basin and elsewhere (VanderPost & Ringrose,
2004; Dube & Pickup, 2001). The study of environmental history through the lens of remotely
sensed imagery and LC change is particularly suitable to the Okavango conditions with largely
inaccessible, land-mined areas in Angola and extensive areas to be covered. Significant recent
research advancements in the LC field include the book Okavango River – The flow of a lifeline by
John Mendelsohn & Selma el Obeid (2004) that presents not only an impressive overview of the
basin but also some specific details regarding environmental history and potential changes in the
future. It presents examples of the effect of migration on LC change (comparing satellite images
of an Angolan village in the 1990s and the 2000s), presents a brief analysis of vegetation vigour
(NDVI3 from the AVHRR-satellite system) between 1995-2003 and stipulates potential
expansions of the present large-scale agriculture. Nevertheless, perhaps due to its wide scope, the
book does not consider LC changes more systematically across the basin (e.g. using LC
classifications), and its relation to temporal trends, or look into changes further back than 1995.
Another recent contribution is the WERRD4 that, among other things, considered present and
potential future LC and its consequence on hydrology (Andersson et al., 2005). Still, the WERRD
project only tangentially looked into historical LC changes. Recent research at the Harry
Oppenheimer Okavango Research Centre (HOORC) is concerned with preliminary baseline LC
classification of the Delta and the immediate vicinity of the river (VanderPost & Ringrose, 2004)
but more systematic work, in particular regarding LC changes in the entire basin, is still needed
(Ringrose, 2005).
Existing research and surveys on the water quality of the basin are few and far between.
Perhaps this is due to the harsh history of the Okavango preventing research and because the
water quality has been fairly good overall in the river, thereby not pressing for more detailed
studies (Ringrose, 2005; Hocutt et al., 1994; Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004). In addition,
published studies focus mainly on the Delta (e.g. Cronberg et al., 1996 and the more recent
AquaRAP II-Low water survey (Huntsman-Mapila et al., 2005)). Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2003),
however, quotes a water quality survey by Shirley Bethune carried out in 1994 on the Namibian
stretch of the river. In the middle of the river channel the survey found that the range of total
phosphorous was 0.01-0.15 mg l-1, of total nitrogen 0.1-1.5 mg l-1, of pH 6.8-7.2, of total
dissolved solids 25-42 mg l-1, and of conductivity5 30-45 µS cm-1, indicating rather good water
quality conditions overall in the river. No spatial information was available, thereby the link
between LC changes (e.g. increased large-scale agriculture) and water quality could not be
clarified, but nevertheless it was hypothesised that the phosphate concentrations may have

3 NDVI is Normalised Difference Vegetation index. See section 4 for more details. AVHRR is Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer.
4 WERRD is Water and Ecosystem Resources in Regional Development.
5 Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2003) quotes the conductivity in S cm-1 but that appears rather unrealistic thus it was
assumed to be a print error and the more common freshwater unit of µS cm-1 was assumed to be correct instead.
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increased in recent years close to Rundu due to the associated urban effluents and farming
activities.
The most thorough work carried out so far on LC change and its effect on the river water
quality in the Namibian part of the basin is probably Trewby (2003), which examined “the effects
of increased population and land use/land cover change on the water-quality of the Okavango
River in Namibia” (p.1). Trewby used visual NDVI and post-classification change analysis to
discern LC changes between 1973 and 1993, and investigated how these related to the water
quality of the mainstream of the river during May, July and December along the Namibian river
stretch and near “populated places”.
With respect to LC change, Trewby found that during this time NDVI generally increased,
suggesting higher vegetation vigour; that Rundu expanded southward; that land was cleared
between Rundu and Nzinze for small-scale agriculture but that vegetation had regenerated
further northwest near Catambué; that some large-scale agriculture was on the increase; that what
Trewby interpreted as “healthy vegetation” generally decreased in favour of “dry vegetation”,
“bare ground” and “water”; and that “the increase in bare ground has mainly occurred on the
southern side of the Okavango River” (p. 57). With respect to the water quality at the seven
locations near populated places, Trewby found that the temporal ranges of the mean values were
6.8-7.0 for pH, 25.3-41.0 µS cm-1 for conductivity, 5.8-7.0 mg l-1 for dissolved oxygen, 0.5-2.9
mg l-1 for total nitrogen, and 0.1-0.2 mg l-1 for total phosphorous respectively, again indicating
rather good water quality conditions overall. However, for phosphorous, most of the dry season
samples from May and July were below the detection limit of 0.07 mg l-1 (only three out of 14
samples were measurable) and were significantly different to those from December. In addition,
no water quality change was observed in connection to the confluence of the Okavango and the
Cuito rivers at Katere.
Trewby (2003) found that no substantial water quality changes near populated places had
occurred in relation to the observed LC changes between 1984 and 2001, but that human access
points nevertheless seemed to influence water quality negatively. From visual inspection the
author also noted that the clarity of the water had decreased in comparison to a water quality
survey done in 1984. Trewby hypothesised that some of the variation observed with respect to
sediments and nutrient concentrations could be due to effluents from large-scale agriculture, but
noted that a more thorough study (with several replicates, and specifically connected to largescale agriculture) was needed to clarify this relationship. Water quality degradation from largescale agriculture has also been identified as a potential future threat elsewhere, necessitating its
investigation (Ellery & McCarthy, 1994; Andersson et al., 2005; Ringrose, 2005).
In essence, then, there is a need for information on basin-wide LC changes in the basin during
the Angolan civil war for future sustainable decision-making, and a lack of such knowledge in the
literature. More fundamentally, there is a need for and a lack of knowledge with respect to which
method, tailored to the specific conditions of the Okavango, that is the most useful in the basin
context to study such changes. Furthermore, there is a need for, and lack of knowledge on how
the water quality of the Okavango river is affected by large-scale agriculture and urban growth
along the Angola-Namibia border.
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3. RESEARCH AIM & OBJECTIVES
The overall aim of this research was to develop a method applicable to the Okavango river
basin to carry out a systematic historic study of land cover changes during the Angolan civil war,
to relate these changes to major societal trends in the region, and to study impacts on water
quality connected to expanding large-scale agriculture and urban growth. The research objectives,
and the four tasks of this study, were as follows:
1. To develop a combination set of existing remote sensing methods to study land cover
changes in the Okavango river basin that is applicable to the specific conditions and
limitations of the basin.
2. To apply the developed set of methods on the basin during the Angolan civil war and
thereby elucidate the nature, extent and geographical distribution of the land cover
changes during this period.
3. To study the connection between the land cover changes and major societal trends in the
region to discern potential causes for the changes.
4. To analyse the effects of the expanding large-scale agriculture and the urban growth (to
some extent) along the Angola-Namibia border on the water quality of the river.
The reason for integrating three disciplines in this research was to be able to study: land cover
changes (through remote sensing), their potential causes (through their connection with societal
trends) and their effects (or rather the effect of a particular type of land cover change on the
water quality) respectively. The main emphasis of the work was, however, on land cover changes.
4. METHODOLOGY
Three kinds of methods were applied in order to reach the objectives of this research effort.
They concerned: elucidating major societal trends during the Angolan civil war, determining
major LC changes during the time period, and determining the water quality at selected sites
along the Angola-Namibia border. Subsequently, societal trends were linked with LC changes and
LC changes linked to water quality. The bulk of the study was carried out at, and in close
connection with, the HOORC in Botswana.
4.1. SOCIETAL TRENDS IN THE REGION
The strategy for clarifying what major societal trends the region has undergone during the
Angolan civil war was to review existing literature sources and to open dialogue with people
initiated in the basin context. Specifically, geographically explicit information was sought after in
order to correlate with observed LC changes (see below). When such explicit information was
lacking, or not precise enough for quantitative analysis, geographical connotations of the societal
trends were theoretically sought using rational logic. To this end, dialogues were held with the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the Every River has its People
project (ERP), the Okavango Integrated River Basin Management Project (IRBM), and the
Okavango Delta Management Plan (ODMP) secretariat. Attempts were also made to reach
OKACOM representatives but they were not successful.
4.2. LAND COVER CHANGE DURING THE ANGOLAN CIVIL WAR
The strategy for determining the LC changes that the basin has gone through during the
Angolan civil war was initially to review the literature on remote sensing change detection
methods, then to consult with HOORC staff and others initiated in basin conditions and
limitations about suitable methods, then to evaluate the suggested set of methods against field
data collected during a field trip to Namibia, and finally to apply the chosen set of methods to the
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basin. All analysis was carried out using the ERDAS Imagine 8.6 software (www.erdas.com) and
the ArcView GIS 3.3 software (www.esri.com).
The theory and logic behind LC change studies involving remote sensing is as follows. Sensors
record digital numbers of radiance values (DN) that reflect LC on the ground due to differing
spectral signatures. A change in DNs thus reflects a change in LC, provided that the DN change
is outside the error margin and that other processes that may influence the DN (e.g. atmospheric
disturbances) are controlled for in pre-processing. Once change has been detected, the analysis
moves on to identify the nature of the change (what types of LC have increased and decreased
and what they have changed into), the extent of the change (e.g. area and rate) and the pattern of
the change, and evaluate the accuracy by which claims can be ascertained (Lu et al., 2004;
Campbell, 2002). The basic assumption on which the logic rests is that “changes in reflectance
values or local textures[…] are separable from changes caused by other factors such as
differences in atmospheric conditions, illumination and viewing angles, and soil moistures” (Lu et
al., 2004, p.2370). This theoretical methodological framework was utilised as detailed below.
There are a range of automated and manual methods by which the theory is applied currently in
the literature due to inherent limitations in all methods (Lu et al., 2004). Thus, it is customary to
test several methods, in particular regarding manipulation of DNs for change detection, and
evaluate the relative strength of each in the given situation, which was therefore also done in this
research (e.g. Lu et al., 2004; Campbell, 2002; Chen, 2002; Southworth et al., 2004).
4.2.1. Satellite data acquisition
There is a wide variety of satellite sensor systems that can be used for LC change studies. The
Landsat sensor system was chosen in this study due to its relatively long historic record covering
the Angolan civil war and the availability of imagery. An inventory of the HOORC Landsat
imagery stock was carried out and outstanding images were ordered or otherwise obtained in
order to form as complete a set of imagery as possible, both before and after the Angolan civil
war. Image availability and quality for the basin at comparable seasons was best for 1973 (Lansat
1 MSS6 imagery from before the war) and 2001 (Landsat 7 ETM+7 imagery at the very end of the
war) thus these years were chosen (see Appendix 2 for imagery metadata). For comparative
statistical purposes it would be ideal to have several sets of images from before the war and at the
very end of the war, but data availability allowed only one set of imagery at each time
respectively, which is also customary in published LC change studies (Campbell, 2002). The study
area (150 922 km2) was not the entire basin because the Delta and most of the panhandle8 (i.e. the
parts of the river in Botswana) had already been analysed (Figure 1, Ringrose, 2005). The study
area was based on the drainage basin delineation in Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2004) but excluded
the Delta and panhandle, and some fringe areas for which imagery was not available (as evident
from the linear edges of the study area at certain fringe areas). The delineation was also corrected
(using the 2001 imagery) for minor but obvious digitisation errors, such as where the drainage
divide was in the middle of a tributary.
4.2.2. Ground-truth data acquisition
No geographically precise ground-truth information was available for the study area,
particularly regarding whether an area had changed or not. Therefore, to aid later pre-processing
and evaluation steps, a set of ground-truth points were collected during a field trip to the AngolaNamibia border between 16th and 21st October 2005. Twenty two ground-truth points were
collected for the purposes of evaluating the strength of change detection methods, eleven of
which were also used to assess the absolute geometric accuracy of the imagery (Figure 2).
MSS is Multi-Spectral Scanner
ETM+ is Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus
8 The panhandle is the elongate conical feature commencing the Delta immediately upstream of the alluvial fan
generally described as the Delta.
6
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Considering the size of the study area these points are neither representative for the basin nor
numerous enough to carry out a quantitative error matrix as is customary (Campbell, 2002).
Traditional error matrices are also often problematic in temporal change studies since they almost
exclusively lack test data for more than one date, which was also the case in this study (Lu et al.,
2004). It was furthermore assumed that changes between 2001 and 2005 (i.e. between the
imagery and the ground-truth sampling dates) were insignificant compared with changes between
1973 and 2001. However, the ground-truth information was gathered in dialogue with local
inhabitants, specifically asking for information about whether an area had changed or not during
the period of analysis for typical LC types (Table 1). Each method could thus be evaluated in a
qualitative binary fashion against the ground-truth data by assessing whether the method could
correctly identify areas having undergone change and areas that had not changed considerably.
Table 1. Grouping of collected ground-truth data points into either changed or unchanged land cover types. See Appendix 3
for more details.

Land cover type

Changed or
Unchanged during the
Name of ground-truth points
time period

Small fields

Changed

CH04Y, CH10Y, CH11Y

Large-scale agriculture

Changed

GT03A, GT03B

New roads

Changed

GT02, GT04, GT05, GT06, GT07, GT08,
GT09

Old roads

Unchanged

CH05N, CH07N, GT01, GT10

Rundu urban expansion

Changed

CH01Y

Rundu sewage works

Changed

CH08Y

Geomorphic troughs in dry
river channels

Unchanged

CH02N, CH03N

Woodland

Unchanged

CH09N
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Figure 2. Water quality sampling locations (1-11) and ground-truth reference points for evaluation of absolute geometric accuracy and change detection methods (prefix GT and CH). The river
constitutes the border between Angola (to the north) and Namibia (to the south) in this part of the study area (Figure 1). See Appendix 1 & 3 for sources & copyright. Projection: Geographic.
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4.2.3. Pre-processing
Pre-processing is needed to ensure that the effects of sensor malfunctions, geometric
distortions, atmospheric conditions, illumination, viewing angle, and soil moisture on the DNs,
and spatial resolution differences between sensors are eliminated or controlled for (Alonzo-Pérez
et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2004; Nelson et al., 2002; Stefanov et al., 2001). Most of the images were preprocessed to some degree by the data supplier, principally to correct for terrain displacement and
errors in image geometry (see Appendix 2). Acquired images were from the same season and
obtained during the same time of the day, thus no further corrections for illumination and
viewing angle were carried out. It should be noted though that two fringe MSS images were from
1972 and 1979 respectively, potentially affecting the change analysis somewhat in those regions.
The intention was to develop a digital (in contrast to a visual) change detection method. This
requires images to match geometrically on a rather precise9 level (Campbell, 2002). But visual
inspection revealed that the geometric correction was not good enough for digital analysis (with
profound mismatches of e.g. certain roads). Therefore the 2001 imagery was geo-referenced
using the first order polynomial geometric model in ERDAS against orthorectified GeoCover
ETM+ mosaics covering the entire basin with a quoted absolute geometric accuracy of 75m
(Global Land Cover Facility (GLCF), 2004). Then the absolute geometric accuracy of the 2001
imagery was evaluated against the set of ground-truth points collected during the fieldtrip (with
prefix GT in Figure 2). Subsequently the 1973 imagery was geo-referenced against the 2001
imagery to achieve as good a relative fit as possible (using 10 correction points and 5 control
points for each image). In this process the MSS imagery was also re-sampled to a 33x33m pixel
size to correspond to the 33x33m pixel size of the majority of the ETM+ imagery available in
order not to lose information from the ETM+ sensor and still make the imagery comparable at a
digital level (Alonzo-Pérez et al., 2003, Appendix 2).
Spectrally corresponding bands were chosen for further analysis. These were bands 1, 2 and 4
(green, red, near infrared) for MSS and bands 2, 3 and 4 (green, red, near infrared) for ETM+
respectively based on GLCF (2004) and on customary band correspondence in vegetation indices
in ERDAS. On the whole, the imagery did not appear to be badly affected by atmospheric effects
(as judged by level of contrast and presence of very low reflectance pixels) therefore no
atmospheric correction was carried out in general. However, two ETM+ images (178-069 and
178-070) seemed to be influenced by atmospheric effect (i.e. having low contrast and lacking very
low reflectance pixels) and were therefore atmospherically corrected through histogram matching
against the adjacent images west of these (179-069 and 179-070). With respect to removing the
effects of soil reflectance, the Modified Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI) that Rondeaux
et al. (1996) found useful was tried and evaluated (see below).
As a final pre-processing step the images were compiled into one 1973 mosaic and one 2001
mosaic (cf. Nelson et al., 2002). The images were subset to the study area and overlapping areas
further cut out in a sinusoidal pattern to reduce right-angle linear mosaic artefacts. The
overlapping areas were histogram matched. This was necessary due to the brightness differences
observed between images at the same location throughout most of the overlapping areas,
presumably caused by differences in e.g. atmospheric conditions. This process modified the
original DNs slightly but it was judged necessary due to the impossible situation of arbitrarily
choosing between two seemingly equally valid DN values for the same pixel for each band and
year. Subsequently the images were overlaid in proximity order starting from the southeast and
mosaicked and projected to the UTM10 WGS 1984 Zone 34 North projection (which the majority
of the images were already in at delivery). Since the images had negative co-ordinates in the Y
direction, the Northern hemisphere part of Zone 34 was used in order to correctly depict the
9

Often a geometric accuracy of <0.5 pixel width is strived for.
UTM is Universal Transverse Mercator. WGS is World Geodetic System 1984 (datum).
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basin in the southern hemisphere. Mosaics were put together before the change detection analysis
(despite that the process changes DN values slightly) because a consistent classification for the
entire study area was sought (see below).
4.2.4. Change detection methods
Once the imagery was comparable across spatial, spectral and temporal scales and distortion
effects were minimised, the analysis moved on to detect changes in LC. Due to lack of consensus
on the relative merits of various change detection methods under various circumstances (Lu et al.,
2004; Fuller et al.,2003), multiple methods were evaluated in an iterative fashion in the Okavango
context. Some of the most prevalent methods used in the literature are change detection: on
single bands (also called image differencing), on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) axes, on
Kauth–Thomas transformation (KT) components, on image classifications, and on indices (e.g.
NDVI) (Lu et al., 2004; Chen, 2002; Ierodiaconou et al., 2005; Silapaswan et al., 2001; Campbell,
2002).
Image differencing on the visible red band has been shown to be an effective change detector
in semi-arid and arid contexts, therefore it was tried in the basin (Lu et al., 2004). PCA11 has been
useful elsewhere as well and was therefore attempted in the basin (Lu et al., 2004) . The first axis
of PCA was found (through initial visual inspection) to contain most of the stationary
information whereas the second axis of PCA contained more information on changes while the
third axis mostly contained noise in the data. Therefore, the change detection was carried out on
the second axis of PCA. KT was discarded, despite having been useful in other contexts, since in
previous attempts in the basin it had not proven useful (Ringrose, 2005). Change detection for
these methods was carried out by subtracting the 2001 red band DN value or the PCA 2 value
from the corresponding 1973 value. Pixels which had changed more than predefined thresholds
(one for increase and one for decrease) were said to have changed whereas the rest were
unchanged. A threshold for change is used in order not to include ephemeral effects of e.g. small
differences in atmospheric conditions and shadowing as indicative of true change (Campbell,
2002). The intended outcome of these methods was thus general binary changed/unchanged
information only with no change trajectory information. The individual thresholds were
iteratively calibrated and optimised against the ground-truth data to correctly identify changed
and unchanged pixels (Figure 2, Table 1). The visible red band was also combined with texture
analysis (that identifies areas of stark texture changes) since combinations have previously been
shown to yield higher accuracy than individual methods (Lu et al., 2004). The objective was to let
the red band analysis detect changes in small-scale farming, but to subtract pixels erroneously
identified as changed by optimising the texture analysis (Texture A) to detect these. Two
separately optimised texture analyses (Texture B and Texture C) were also combined in the same
fashion. The objective here was for Texture B to detect new and old roads and for Texture C to
detect old roads only, thereby making possible the correct detection of only new roads as
changed. No evaluation against independent ground-truth points was carried out for these
methods; instead the collected ground-truth points were used in the calibration process. See
section 5 however for the post-optimisation utility of these methods (Table 6).
The major disadvantage of the change detection on single bands and on PCA is that they
cannot provide information on the nature of the change. Change detection on images classified
into separate LC types can on the other hand provide geographically distributed information on
the nature, extent and trajectory of change, i.e. on what, where and how much the LC types have
increased and decreased, and what LC type they changed into at a particular location. There are a
whole host of classification techniques to identify LC types from spectral information. The logic
of defining classes mathematically is essentially to identify statistical clusters of data points that
are then said to belong to a particular class (Adams et al., 1995). This can be done in an
11
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unsupervised or supervised fashion. The former seeks to maximise the distance between the
cluster centroids in multi-dimensional data space in an iterative fashion without any external aid of
pre-defined classes, whereas the latter uses user-defined training areas to define the classes. Supervised
classification has the advantage that desired LC classes (the information classes) are defined from
the outset and therefore obtained in the results whereas it can be hard to obtain these from the
somewhat arbitrarily named classes yielded through unsupervised classification. But supervised
classification rests heavily on the possibility of having geographically distributed information on
all major classes and on the assumption that knowledge about existing LC types is complete.
Since geographically explicit knowledge about existing LC types is virtually non-existent in the
basin, and since there was no possibility of surveying the Angolan part of the basin during the
course of the study, the images were classified in an unsupervised fashion.
As noted above, mosaics were put together before the change detection analysis despite that it
changes DN values slightly because a consistent classification for the entire study area was
sought. Should classification have been carried out before mosaicking, the end result would have
been a set of different classifications (one for each image instead of one for each mosaic) that
would not necessarily be directly comparable. This is because cluster centroids defining classes
have different co-ordinates in multi-dimensional data space if the brightness value distributions
are significantly different between the set of images undergoing classification (which was clearly
the case in this study) since cluster centroids are iteratively created based on the variability of the
pixels within the image of analysis only in unsupervised classification. Supervised classification could
perhaps avoid this problem if representative ground-truth points were available for each image,
but since no ground-truth points were available at all for defining training areas in this study this
was clearly an impossible alternative in the context.
The commonly used binary ISODATA12 classifier (Campbell, 2002) was run on the mosaics in
its unsupervised mode. In addition to the green, red and near infrared bands a fourth band of
NDVI (details below) for each year was added to each mosaic during classification since it has
been found to yield significantly more accurate classifications in previous studies (Chen, 2002).
Initial class cluster centroids for the ISODATA iterations were computed along a diagonal axis
and evenly distributed within a 1 standard deviation scaling range for each band. When >95% of
the pixels were unchanged between iterations, the process was halted. The information classes for
which the classification aimed were identified based on hydrological significance (modified from
Melesse, 2004). They were: water, wetlands, vegetation of high, medium and low vigour (forests,
shrubs & grasses), large-scale agriculture, areas cleared for urban use, and fields cleared for smallscale farming. An initial classification with 15 output classes was attempted. However,
comparison of the 2001 classification against the LC type information in the collected groundtruth points (Table 1) revealed that many of the 15 classes were mixtures of the information
classes13. Therefore, the number of classes were increased to 50 to be able to separate out the
information classes. Several of the information classes could now be reasonably identified.
However, clearing for small-scale farming and clearing for urbanisation could not be
distinguished. Therefore, a 768-class classification was run to elucidate if these classes were
spectrally distinguishable at all, which turned out not to be the case with the available set of
imagery. Little was thus won by resorting to the 768-class classification. Therefore, the output
classes from the 50-class classification were grouped into the information classes they
represented.
The grouping was based on visual inspection, on texture-, colour- and pattern-recognition
relative to the LC information in Table 1, and on vegetation vigour as determined from the
ISODATA is Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Technique
It should be noted that the amount of erroneously classified pixels could not be assessed formally (with errors
of omission and commission) due to the aforementioned lack of well distributed representative ground-truth data.
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NDVI. In the output classes form the 50-class classification, cleared areas for urban areas and for
small fields were mixed and therefore lumped in the final classification. The large-scale
agriculture and the new tar roads displayed large spectral differences within their respective class,
which the classifier could not accurately handle. Therefore they were manually digitised using
visual pattern-recognition (cf. Butt & Olson, 2002). Water and wetlands were mixed in the output
classes and therefore lumped. It turned out also that the output class representing water
contained newly burned ground and any other feature with very low reflectance (such as
shadows). To separate these from the water, a 1 km buffer around the rivers and tributaries was
created within which all pixels belonging to these output classes were assumed to be water and
outside of which all pixels belonging to these output classes were assumed to be newly burned
ground (or similar). The 1 km limit was a compromise chosen in order to include oxbow lakes at
some distance from the digitised drainage network, without including clearly identifiable newly
burned areas. For this purpose, the drainage network of Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2004), which
was used in this study, was manually extended considerably (digitised from the 2001 mosaic) to
include all minor tributaries as well. The output classes were grouped into the three vegetation
information classes based on natural groupings in the NDVI histograms that were reasonably
straightforward to identify.
The adjusted and grouped classification (as above) was subsequently evaluated and optimised
further against a set of 29 photographs taken during a 2003 aerial survey by Dr John
Mendelsohn. The survey covered most of the Angolan part of the basin from Savate, through
Caiundo and Bimbe, up to Chitembo, east to Menongue, north to Mucunha, and south to Cuito
Cuanavale and Nankova (Figure 1). The photographs were analysed and the expected class(es)
were noted. Subsequently, the observed classes in the 2001 classification were noted and
compared with the expected classes. In 27 of 29 photographs the observations lined up with the
expectations. The four output classes from the 50-class classification that were misclassified,
based on the last two photographs, were regrouped according to the indications in the
photographs. Initially these were interpreted as vegetation of high or medium vigour in the
northwest of the basin due to their relatively high NDVI values, but the photographs indicated
that they were bare floodplain areas with rather low vegetation vigour. These classes had
undergone only minor changes between the years (based on their pattern) therefore the
correction was applied to the corresponding classes in the 50-class classification for 1973.
Thereby this adjustment did not have any significant effect on the change analysis.
Table 2 describes the final information classes and the final criteria with which the output
classes from the 50-class unsupervised ISODATA classification were assigned to these. Each year
was classified in the same manner based on these criteria for consistency. Subsequently, the 1973
classification was subtracted from the 2001 classification to reveal what LC changes the study
area went through between these years. Thereby, an image of the study area depicting
geographically explicit change trajectories (from one class to another) was created. Subsequently
the class change image was independently evaluated against the binary changed/unchanged
information in the collected ground-truth points (Table 1). Finally, the aggregate change
trajectories and extent of change for each class were calculated.
ISODATA is a binary classifier (i.e. a pixel is assigned fully to one class only), and red band,
PCA and post-classification comparison are binary change detection methods (i.e. a pixel is
described as fully changed or fully unchanged only). However, LC features (represented by pixels)
may theoretically have undergone a significant degree of change even though they are identified
as unchanged (e.g. by remaining in the same class as before or through the change being below
the chosen threshold). Efforts have been made to improve on traditional binary classifications
through, for example, considering texture and by applying fuzzy cluster membership rules
(Stefanov et al., 2001; Southworth et al., 2004). However these are often very field data intensive
(Lu et al., 2004) which made them unsuitable in this research.
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Table 2. Description of information classes and criteria for inclusion of the output classes resulting from the 50-class
unsupervised ISODATA classification. *Due to the nature of the class (showing change), it is not shown on the classification
for each year but only on the change between the years (Figure 8).
Information class

Description and inclusion criteria

Water

Open water and wetland areas, output class membership determined
through visual pattern-recognition.

Burned

Newly burned ground and potentially some shadow. Defined as the output
classes with the same spectral signature as water but distinct from water
based on its geographical pattern and by being more than 1 km away from
the drainage network.

High vegetation
vigour

Vigorously growing vegetation. Mean NDVI look-up table value of output
class > 204.

Medium vegetation
vigour

Vegetation of medium vigour. 205 > output class mean NDVI look-up table
value > 144.

Low vegetation
vigour

Vegetation of low vigour. 145 > output class mean NDVI look-up table value
> 102.

Cleared areas

Cleared areas: naturally bare soil (e.g. dry river beds), cleared areas for
small fields, urban expansion and gravel roads. Output class membership
determined through visual pattern-recognition.

Large-scale
agriculture

Large industrial farms using modern irrigation and fertilisation techniques.
Manually digitised from visual pattern-recognition.

New roads*

Road developments between 1973 & 2001. Manual digitisation from patternrecognition.

Other

Mixture of land covers with very low vegetation vigour. All output classes
that did not fit in to any of the other classes.

To be able to study degrees of change instead of binary change above and below certain
thresholds, one can focus the change analysis on a meaningful index of some sort without
applying a binary change threshold (Helmschrot & Flügel, 2002; Carlson & Arthur, 2000; Lambin
& Ehrlich, 1996). Since vegetation was of interest in this study due to its hydrological importance
and since certain societal trends had geographic connotations pertaining to vegetation, a
vegetation index was chosen. There are numerous vegetation indices that are generally based on
the characteristic spectral signature of vegetation in the visible red (low reflectance) and near
infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (high reflectance) (Rondeaux et al., 1996).
Perhaps the most common is NDVI (NIR = the near infrared band, R = the visible red band):
(1)

NDVI =

(NIR − R )
(NIR + R )

NDVI is very well related to vegetation vigour and has therefore been used to monitor
changes in vegetated areas in many places (Rondeaux et al., 1996). Moreover, NDVI does not rely
on external data input (on e.g. soil properties), which makes it suitable for the basin context since
very little external data was available. One of the major drawbacks of the NDVI is a noted
sensitivity to soil reflectance; i.e. that the index erroneously identifies an area of bare soil as
having high vegetation vigour due to the similarity of their spectral signatures (Rondeaux et al.,
1996). This has led to the development of several modified vegetation indices adjusting for the
influence of the soil. One of these, that Rondeaux et al. (1996) found useful, is the Modified SoilAdjusted Vegetation Index (MSAVI):
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(1 + L ) ⋅ (NIR − R )
(NIR + R + L )

where:
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L = 1 − 2 ⋅ a ⋅ NDVI ⋅ WDVI
WDVI = NIR − a ⋅ R

a is the slope of the soil line (NIR=a·R+b) that usually is empirically determined for each soil
in the study area (Rondeaux et al., 1996). Since such information was not available for the
Okavango, the value that Rondeaux et al. (1996) found for sandy soils (a=1.086) was assumed to
be applicable to the basin.
The MSAVI and the NDVI were evaluated in this study. But before that they were scaled to a
2 scale. MSAVI and NDVI are relative indices and thus separate images are not comparable
unless the indices are scaled to the same scale (one for each index). This assumes that the least
and most highly vigorous vegetation in the study area have not changed their index values
significantly during the time period. It seems to be a valid assumption considering the size and
relatively unperturbed nature of the basin, suggesting that the index values would be rather
similar during comparable seasons even if the geographical distribution may have changed
considerably. Due to the nature of NDVI and MSAVI (i.e. showing degrees of change rather
than binary information only) they could not be evaluated in the same fashion as the
aforementioned methods since the evaluation data was in binary form. Nevertheless, the way in
which they related to the general trends in the evaluation data was qualitatively assessed.
Subsequent to evaluation, the NDVI formula (equation 1) was applied to the 1973 and 2001
mosaics. Finally the 1973 NDVI was subtracted from the 2001 NDVI in order to reveal
geographically distributed degrees of change in vegetation vigour to which the geographical
connotations flowing from the societal trends could be related.
8

4.3. WATER QUALITY ALONG THE ANGOLA-NAMIBIA BORDER
It was beyond the scope of this research effort to systematically study the water quality of the
basin and its significance on the livelihood of the people in the basin. Instead the objective was to
analyse whether large-scale agriculture and urbanisation along the Angola-Namibia border (as
indicated by Trewby, 2003 and observed in this study) measurably impact on the river water
quality.
Selected water quality parameters were sampled upstream and downstream of large-scale
agricultural facilities and the urban area in northern Namibia; and analysed statistically to reveal
the effect of the agriculture and urbanisation on the nearby river water quality. Parameters were
selected in dialogue with HOORC the Desert Research Foundation of Namibia (DRFN) and
others in order to be comparable both temporally and spatially with other historic and planned
water quality studies. The sampled water quality parameters were total nitrogen and total
phosphorous (that are an intrinsic part of fertilisers added to agricultural fields and largely control
aquatic production), faecal coliforms and faecal streptococci (indicative of faecal contamination
from human or animal sources), conductivity (indicative of the dissolved ion concentration which
may stem from elevated pollution levels), total dissolved solids (TDS, indicative of the dissolved
solid concentration which may stem from e.g. erosion of sediments), dissolved oxygen (critical in
respiration and photosynthesis and overall reduced by excessive pollution), Secchi depth
(indicative of the suspended particles in the water that may originate from erosion), pH and
temperature (Dobson & Frid, 1998).
Sampling was carried out along the Angola-Namibia border on the Namibian side during the
aforementioned fieldtrip between 19th and 21st October 2005. Thus, the sampling took place
during the dry season when baseflow conditions were observed and irrigation is practised. Since
no active drainage channels were observed during the field visit and fields generally appeared not
to be directly hydrologically connected to the river, it is reasonable to assume that the potential
impact on the river was at its seasonal minimum during this time. Thus the results are not to be
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seen as representative yearly averages but rather as indicative of minimum impact. The sampling
was done in northern Namibia because it constitutes a high intensity cultivation area in the basin,
because large-scale agricultural facilities were accessible and since plans exist to expand
agriculture in this region (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004; Nujoma, 2002).
A stratified sampling scheme was used for selecting the sampling locations. The principles for
the stratification were that the locations were in close proximity to and either upstream (location
1, 6 & 9) or downstream (location 2, 7 & 10) of large-scale agricultural facilities or upstream
(location 3) and downstream (location 4) of Rundu (Figure 2). In addition, one location just
downstream of the Cuito confluence (location 8) and another one at the Popa Falls (location 11)
were sampled to assess the influence of these features. Finally, two small pools (location 5A &
5B) between the Rundu sewage works and the river (i.e. not directly connected hydrologically to
the mainstem of the river during this season) were sampled to give indications on the potential
impact of the sewage works. Three depth-integrated replicate samples were obtained at each
location in order to estimate the within-location variability: one near the Namibian river bank (A),
one half-way to the middle of the river (B) and one in the middle of the river (C).
Conductivity, TDS, temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen were sampled using in situ standard
instruments (an YSI Model 85 meter for dissolved oxygen and Hanna instruments meters for the
others). The Secchi depth was sampled using a Secchi disc mounted on an aluminium rod to
prevent the flow from affecting the readings. A 300 ml plastic bottle was filled to the brim with
water at each sampling location for subsequent nitrogen and phosphorous laboratory analysis. A
100 ml sterilised Duran glass bottle was filled (leaving some air for respiration) at locations 1, 3,
4, 5 and 10 (i.e. above the intensively used border area, immediately above Rundu, immediately
below Rundu, in the pools beside the sewage works and, below the intensively used border area).
Moreover, two additional Duran bottles were filled at locations 3C (called 3C-24h & 3C-72h) and
4C (called 4C-24h & 4C-72h) for later temporal analysis. The bottles were stored in cold and dark
conditions until laboratory analysis. The water from the 300 ml bottles was filtered through a 0.45
µm membrane filter and analysed for total phosphorous and total nitrogen concentrations by the
use of a Bran+Luebbe Auto Analyser III spectrophotometer (Bran+Luebbe method G-179-96B
and G-218-98 rev. 1 (Multitest MT23) respectively) at the HOORC. The detection limits for
these methods are 0.01 mg l-1 for total phosphorous and 0.06 mg l-1 for total nitrogen (W.
Masamba, pers. comm.). The water from the Duran bottles was analysed at the Botswana
Department of Water Affairs laboratory in Maun for faecal coliforms and faecal streptococci
(counts per 100 ml). The standard method stipulates a maximum 24h time period between
sampling and analysis of these bacteria. Therefore, samples 3C-24h & 4C-24h and samples 3C72h & 4C-72h were analysed 24h and 72h after the analysis of the bulk14 of the samples (of
interest for the research objectives) respectively. This was in order to construct a bacterial decay
curve covering the time between sampling and analysis of the bulk of the samples which were of
direct interest for the research objectives. The decay curve was subsequently used to calculate
more probable concentrations at the time of sampling.
The statistical significance of the concentration differences between each location and
between locations upstream and downstream of large-scale agricultural facilities and the Cuito
confluence were assessed using the Kruskal-Wallis and the Mann-Whitney non-parametric tests
in applicable cases. The statistical analysis was carried out on the original bacterial concentrations
and on the Auto Analyser III absorbance values from the total phosphorous analysis in order to
avoid errors from regression approximations in calibrated concentrations.

14

The bulk of the samples were analysed between 22 & 50 h after sampling.
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5. RESULTS
5.1. TEMPORAL TRENDS IN THE REGION DURING THE ANGOLAN CIVIL WAR
Very little geographically precise information exists with respect to the temporal societal
trends in the area between 1973 and 2001. Thereby, no quantitative analysis between these trends
and LC changes was possible. Nevertheless, the trends carry some expectations with geographical
connotations which were qualitatively assessed.
Perhaps the most obvious trend in connection to the Angolan civil war is fleeing people.
People have fled in large numbers both internally in the country and to neighbouring countries
(UNCHR estimates that 450 000 lived in neighbouring countries in 2001 and that a further 4.5
million were internally displaced (Richardson, 2002)). The majority of the fleeing people were
rural inhabitants fleeing their farming occupation since it had
“become a terribly dangerous occupation as farmers caught in their fields [had] been systematically attacked by
the armed forces of both sides on the assumption that they must be growing food for ‘the enemy’.” (Richardson,
2002, p.23)
The rural inhabitants fled to the relative safety of the cities and abroad. This suggests that the
Angolan part of the basin ought to have experienced LC changes connected to this migration
such as vegetation regeneration of previously inhabited small villages, and a more intense use of
resources close to urban centres. The urbanisation trend was (and is) further enhanced in the
entire basin through peoples’ quests for education and employment as previously noted.
Moreover, while there was an outflux of people from Angola there was a connected inflow into
Namibia. Thus one can expect to find evidence of LC changes related to an increase in
population density there, such as increased clearing of land for dwelling and farming, particularly
since the immigrants were mainly of rural origin. These (and other) trends are illustrated in Table
3 by the population growth in southern and central Angola compared with that of the Kavango
region in Namibia (connected to the river). The contrast is stark and one would thus expect a
stark LC change contrast as well, e.g. connected to expansion of large-scale agriculture, which
could lead to deteriorated water quality.
Table 3. Population (number of people) and population growth (%) of the four Angolan provinces and the Kavango region in
Namibia through which the Okavango flows (no data was available for Huila and Cunene provinces in Angola). The data
for the Angolan provinces for 1974 come from census data during Portuguese colonial rule (Mulugeta Zewdie, UNHCR,
pers. comm.) and for 2001 from the present government of Angola (www.angola.org). * It should be noted however that no
date was given for the rather crude estimate attributed to 2001 in Angola. The data for the Kavango region originate from
Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2004). ** However the earlier population figure for Kavango is from 1970 and not 1974.
Province

1974

2001* Annual growth rate

Kuando Kubango

113562

140000

0.8%

Huambo

821168 1000000

0.8%

Bie

609368

790000

1.0%

Moxico

189885

230000

0.7%

47924

201093

5.5%

Kavango**

Perhaps no other place in Angola experienced equal levels of destruction during the civil war
as the intensely shelled cities of Kuito and Huambo just northwest of the basin (particularly
during the “the war is ‘practically over’ 15[-era when] an average of around 30,000 civilians were
forced to abandon their homes and livelihoods each month” (Richardson, 2002, p.22)).
Nevertheless, intense warfare and associated sieges did also take place within the basin at
15

As paradoxically expressed by the Angolan president Jose Eduardo dos Santos at the time.
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Menongue, Cuito Cuanavale and Caiundu (and perhaps Cuchi and Cuangar), and the southern
part of the basin in Angola further experienced particularly bad fighting, civilian abuse and attack
on settlements (UNHCR, 2004; Campbell, 1990, Figure 1). From this one can expect LC changes
such as destroyed bridges and deteriorating roads from lack of maintenance and due to landmines
and shelling in association with the affected areas. Further one can expect isolated urban
expansion as the cut-off populations probably used more and more of the resources within the
siege limits, and relatively sharp boundaries to the surrounding area where resources were
perhaps not used as intensively.
As with the societal trends, not very much geographically precise information regarding the
natural trends of the basin between 1973 and 2001 were available, probably due to interruption of
data collection during the Angolan civil war. The fact that the climate of the basin is very variable
further makes extrapolation rather uncertain (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004). Thus no formal
study of e.g. climatic trends as causative of LC change was carried out. Table 4 presents the
available precipitation record.
Table 4. Precipitation (mm) at Rundu, Andara and Shakawe. - indicate no data. Source: Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2004).
Time period

Rundu

Andara

Shakawe

1972/1973 (season)

274

441

378

1973 (year)

304

-

579

2000/2001 (season)

553

478

349

2001 (year)

667

-

412

5.2. LAND COVER CHANGE BETWEEN 1973 & 2001
5.2.1. Pre-processing
The available Landsat imagery was geometrically corrected, subset to the study area and to
contain corresponding bands only, two images were atmospherically corrected and the MSS
images were resampled to 33x33m pixel size. Subsequently all the available images for each year
were mosaicked (Figure 3 & 4, see the methodology for more details). The mosaicking procedure
produced certain artefacts, namely that previous image borders could be distinguished from linear
artificial colour differences that the matching process was not fully able to correct. Moreover, the
inherent geometric error within each image constituting the mosaic was maintained in the mosaic
(Table 5) as was the small line drop-outs resulting from sensor malfunctions. Thus interpretation
of the mosaics, and analyses building on these, need to take these limitations into account as
potentially producing artificial trends in the results.
Table 5. Relative and absolute geometric accuracy. The relative geometric accuracy refers to how well the individual 2001 and
1973 images were geometrically corrected against the GeoCover mosaics and the 2001 imagery respectively. The absolute
geometric accuracy on the contrary refers to how well the 2001 mosaic fit to the ground-truth points collected in Namibia
(Figure 2 & Appendix 3). In addition the relative accuracy was always visually evaluated to be very good. RMSE is root
mean square error, SD is standard deviation, X refers to the latitudinal and Y to the longitudinal direction.
Relative geometric accuracy

Mean RMSE (m) RMSE SD (m)

2001 against GeoCover mosaics

25

10

1973 against 2001 mosaic

59

6

X RMSE (m)

Y RMSE (m)

17.7

23.1

Absolute geometric accuracy
2001 against ground truth points
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Figure 3. 1973 Landsat MSS false-colour [R:G:B] = [4:2:1] composite mosaic of the study area. Projection: UTM WGS
1984 Zone 34N. Contrast stretched 2 standard deviations. See Appendix 2 for source data details.
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Figure 4. 2001 Landsat ETM+ false-colour [R:G:B] = [4:3:2] composite mosaic of the study area. Projection: UTM
WGS 1984 Zone 34N. Contrast stretched 2 standard deviations. See Appendix 2 for source data details.
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5.2.2. Evaluation of change detection methods
With the objective of developing a digital change detection method that works in the largely
inaccessible Okavango river basin, the following remote sensory techniques were tested and
evaluated against the collected ground-truth data in northern Namibia: change detection on the
visual red band, combined change detection of the red band and texture analysis, combined
change detection of two variously optimised texture analyses, change detection of the second axis
of PCA and, post-classification change detection in combination with visual pattern-recognition
(see the methodology for more details on these). The results of the evaluation of these binary
methods are presented in Table 6.
From this it should be clear that the most useful binary change detection method in this case
was the combined post-classification and pattern-recognition manual digitisation method. In
contrast to the red band and PCA axis 2, it could provide digital information on LC types and
their change trajectories with comparable ability to detect changes. However, it also suffers from
the inability to distinguish e.g. urbanisation from clearing of land for small fields, and burned
areas from open water. To get a better estimate of the areal distribution of burned areas and
water respectively, the burned areas were artificially split from the open waters of the river by
using a 1 km river buffer classifying all oxbow lakes e.g. within the boundary as water and all else
as burned ground. However, the assumption that no burned ground exists within 1km of the
river is flawed considering the pattern in Figure 5 where the classification suggests that the area
of open water (blue) is increasing going upstream in a small tributary to the Cuito river, when the
natural tendency is for streams to become smaller the further upstream you go (unless there is a
lake high up in the drainage system). Instead the pattern is very much in line with surrounding
burned ground (red). Therefore the areal estimates of these classes are rather inaccurate (burned
is probably too small and water probably too large) and thus the change over the years is rather
uncertain (especially for water because the proportion of burned close to the river may well have
changed dramatically, and water is generally a rather small class). Moreover, it cannot handle
expansion of large-scale agriculture or the development of new roads without aid of visual
pattern-recognition. In addition, being a binary method, it can only assign each pixel to a discrete
class, thus degrees of change are hard to detect.

Figure 5. Example from the final 2001 classification depicting the problems associated with assuming that all water/burned
ground within 1km of the river and its tributaries is water (blue) and not burned ground (red).
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Table 6. Evaluation of binary change detection methods based on the groupings in Table 1. The Centre of the river and the Burned areas categories were visually determined.
Evaluation with
respect to:

Desired characteristics

Observed characteristics for each method

Method is able to:

Red Band

1. Clearing of land
for small fields

Distinguish clearly as
Clearly changed
changed, as a distinct LC but no LC
type and what it changed information.
into.

2. Large-scale
agriculture

Distinguish clearly as
changed, as a distinct LC
type and what it changed
into.

3. New roads

4. Old roads
5. Rundu urban
expansion

6. Rundu sewage
works

Vigorously growing
vegetation
changed but not
adjacent or really
dark areas and no
LC information.
Distinguish clearly as
Open gravel pits
changed, as a distinct LC changed, but
type and what it changed mainly not
into.
changed.

Indicate lack of change.

Clear indication of
change.
Distinguish clearly as
Clearly changed
changed, as a distinct LC but no LC
type and what it changed information.
into.
Distinguish clearly as
Impossible to
changed with no. 8 in
optimise as
consideration, as a
changed without
distinct LC type and what compromising the
it changed into.
integrity of no. 8 as
unchanged.

Red Band Texture B Texture A
Texture C
Possible to
optimise as
clearly changed
but reduced area
compared with
Red band
analysis.

Not possible to
optimise all
changed areas
as changed
and unchanged
areas as
unchanged.

PCA Axis 2
Clearly changed
but too large an
area indicated as
changed.

Vigorous
vegetation clearly
changed but too
large an area
indicated as
changed.
Not changed.

Post-classification &
pattern-recognition
Clearly changed, mixed with
no. 5, change trajectory
provided

Clearly changed. However,
mixed trends without patternrecognition and manual
digitisation.

Clearly changed with the aid
of pattern-recognition
digitisation. Otherwise
changed for the most part but
indistinguishable as road. No
change trajectory however.

Clearly changed.

Mostly unchanged

Clearly changed
but too large an
area indicated as
changed.
Impossible to
optimise as
changed without
compromising the
integrity of no. 8 as
unchanged.

Clearly changed (even minor
features such as the school at
CH01Y), mixed with no. 1,
change trajectory provided
Clearly changed without
compromising the integrity of
no. 8 and with change
trajectory
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Table 6 cont.
Evaluation with
respect to:
7. Geomorphic
troughs
8. Centre of river

9. Burned areas

10. Woodland

Conclusion for
application

Method is able to:

Red Band

Indicate lack of change.

Mostly unchanged.

Red Band Texture A

Texture B Texture C

Indicate lack of change in Impossible to
contrast to no. 6 &
optimise as
distinct from no. 9.
unchanged without
compromising
integrity of no. 6 or
no. 9 as changed.
Distinguish clearly as
Impossible to
changed, as a distinct LC optimise as
type and what it changed changed without
into.
compromising
integrity of no. 8 as
unchanged.
Indicate lack of change.

Post-classification &
pattern-recognition
Mostly unchanged. Mostly unchanged.
Impossible to
optimise as
unchanged without
compromising
integrity of no. 6 or
no. 9 as changed.
Impossible to
optimise as
changed without
compromising
integrity of no. 8 as
unchanged.

Lack of change.

Reasonable visual
change detection
for certain LC
classes but too
mixed for digital
analysis and worse
than Red band.

Possible to apply digital
change analysis and discern
LC change trajectories with
the aid of visual digitisation
and class separation using
the river buffer. However
urbanisation indistinguishable
from clearing of land for small
fields.

Vast majority clearly changed,
change trajectory provided.
Similar to water initially but
finally separable as a
consequence of class
separation using the 1km river
buffer.
Mostly unchanged. Indicates change (decrease of
vegetation vigour).

Mostly unchanged.

Decent visual
change detection
for certain LC
classes
(particularly for
small fields) but
too mixed for
digital analysis.

PCA Axis 2

Visual but not
digital aid.

No digital
benefit
compared with
visual change
detection.
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Due to the limitations of the binary methods, two continuous change detection methods were
tested: MSAVI and NDVI. Due to the nature of these methods (i.e. showing degrees of change
rather than binary information only) they could not be evaluated in the same fashion as the
aforementioned methods since the evaluation data was in binary form. Nevertheless the
following section elucidates in what way they related to the general trends in the evaluation data.
Several attempts were made to use MSAVI in the basin in order to look at continuous
vegetation changes without the potential influence of soil reflectance. However, it was found that
the index was too sensitive at low DNs to be usable. At low DNs, very small brightness
differences yielded substantially different index values, often in opposite directions. Thus it
appeared that nearly homogeneous areas (from a brightness perspective) were diametrically
different in vegetation vigour, which made no sense compared with impressions gathered during
the field visit to Namibia. Attempts were also made to put a minimum threshold above which the
index would be robust enough to function. But it was not possible to optimise this threshold, on
the one hand to have a functioning index, and on the other not to exclude important changes
observed during the field visit. Therefore, the index was not used in the applied analysis.
Since MSAVI was not possible to use, NDVI was tested as a potential continuous method
showing degrees of change. The major caution that has been expressed regarding NDVI, and
why MSAVI was tried in the first place, has been its potential to be influenced by soil reflectance
(i.e. erroneously indicating high vegetation vigour for these areas). With respect to this, it was
observed that the change in NDVI method does correctly index e.g. clearing of land for small
fields in the south as decreased more than the surroundings16 (e.g. at ground-truth points CH04Y,
CH10Y, CH11Y, cf. Figure 2), thereby indicating that this shortcoming of the index perhaps is
not as important in the basin context. However, at very low index values and associated decreases
it is relatively sensitive to mosaicking artefacts. Still, these are easily detectable by the analyst and
therefore only of minor importance. Not all fields are detected however, presumably due to
vegetation regeneration. The method easily detects those parts of the large-scale agricultural areas
that were vigorously growing at the time. With respect to a eucalyptus plantation (at GT03A &
GT03B, Appendix 3) the index gives mixed messages. On the one hand it identifies the whole
area as decreased vegetation vigour, perhaps due to initial clearing, but also indicates that the
northwestern corner has increased significantly, indicating more intensely growing vegetation or
different species. Perhaps this is a snapshot of the process of LC change where the whole area
had already been cleared in preparation for plantation but where only the northwestern corner
was actually fully planted.
With respect to new roads, the NDVI change method identifies these for the most part (e.g.
GT08 & GT09) as having decreased more than the surroundings, which is in line with what can
be expected from clearing of vegetation completely for tarmac. Some exceptions exist however
(e.g. south of GT02), and when the surroundings have changed significantly as well (e.g. for roads
in Rundu). Old roads do not display the same degree of difference with respect to their
surroundings, which is a desirable quality, but due to their stark linear appearance it can be
treacherous for the analyst to correctly identify these as not having changed. The expansion
around Rundu (e.g. CH06Y, GT04), in association with the urbanisation, is clearly identified in
the NDVI change method as areas having undergone more decrease in NDVI than the overall
qualitatively unchanged areas. The development of the Rundu sewage works (CH08Y) is further
excellently picked up by the NDVI change detection method. It detects both stark decreases
presumably connected with the construction of open water pits, and stark increases presumably
16 It was necessary to evaluate the index in comparison to the surroundings (in contrast to not simply looking at
decreases and increases) since the mean value of the 1973 NDVI for the entire basin was higher than that of the
2001 NDVI, indicating that the basin has gone through basin-wide changes (perhaps due to precipitation
differences) or that the differences between the MSS and ETM+ sensors make the scaled NDVI values not directly
comparable (Figure 11).
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connected with vigorously growing macrophytes around the edges benefiting from the nutrient
rich sewage waters. Even rather small areal changes (e.g. a school building at CH01Y) do come
out in the right direction (in this case less vegetation vigour) but they are easily mixed up with
small-scale scatter in the index (i.e. where qualitatively unchanged areas have changed NDVI
slightly) and are thereby within the error margin of the change detection capacity of the index.
More extensive qualitatively unchanged areas include some of the woodlands east of Rundu
(CH09N) and the trough at CH02N that have followed the general trend in the region and
cannot thus be distinguished as significantly changed with respect to the surroundings as desired.
Despite the aforementioned limitations, the combined post-classification and patternrecognition manual digitisation, and NDVI change methods were chosen for further applied
analysis, since they were judged adequate to study the overall trends of LC changes given the
access and data availability limitations of the basin.
5.2.3. Land cover changes based on the unsupervised classification and patternrecognition change detection method
The results of the combined unsupervised classification and pattern-recognition classification
are shown in Figure 6 for 1973 and Figure 7 for 2001 respectively. The geographically distributed
change between these years, with from-to class trajectories, is shown in Figure 8. The areal extent
of the fate of each 1973 LC class in 2001 is presented in Table 7 and Figure 9. Figure 10
subsequently presents the aggregate changes of each LC class between these years.
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Figure 6. 1973 land cover classification based on the combined unsupervised classification and pattern-recognition
classification method of the Landsat MSS bands 1, 2, 4 and NDVI. Vegetation of various vigour dominates the northern
part of the basin in an intertwined pattern. High vigour centres in the northeast, low vigour in the northwest and medium
vigour in the east, east of Menongue (Figure 1). Other areas dominate the south. Cleared areas are prevalent in the south,
east and northeast. Burned ground is found mainly in the south. Open water and wetlands are found principally in the Cuito
river catchment but also in the Cubango catchment. Projection: UTM WGS 1984 Zone 34N.
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Figure 7. 2001 land cover classification based on the combined unsupervised classification and pattern-recognition
classification method of the Landsat ETM+ bands 2, 3, 4 and NDVI. The northeast is dominated by highly vigorous
vegetation, fringed by vegetation of low and medium vigour. Other dominates the northwest and south and around urban
centres. Cleared areas are found throughout the basin, particularly in the south and the east and around the AngolaNamibia border. Burned areas are found in concentrated patches in the south and northeast. Open water is found principally
in the Cuito river catchment. Projection: UTM WGS 1984 Zone 34N.
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Figure 8. Land cover change between 1973 and 2001 based on the combined unsupervised classification and patternrecognition change detection method. 669km of new roads were constructed between 1973 and 2001 (white lines). See Table
7 for legend. The pattern of change is very complex. The northeast has remained highly vigorous or principally changed into
that. The northwest has changed into other to a large extent. Burned areas have moved and become more concentrated. Largescale agriculture has expanded along the Angola-Namibia border. Areas near Rundu, Menongue and Cuito Cuanavale
have been cleared or turned into other to a great extent. Vegetation boundaries around the last two have increased in
sharpness. Less open water is detectable in the Cubango catchment. Only in instances where the change was > 0.001 km2
was it possible to display. Projection: UTM WGS 1984 Zone 34N.
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Table 7. Areal extent (km2) of the fate of each 1973 (horizontal) land cover in 2001 (vertical) and legend for Figure 8. Only in instances where the change was >0.001 km2 was it assigned a
colour. The colour is a mixture of 2/3 of the colour of the 1973 class and 1/3 colour of the 2001 class. Black represents no change. The precision of the 33x33m pixel size on which the areal
estimates are based is ± 0.001 km2, but due to probable inherent errors in the classifications a one order of magnitude lower precision than this is quoted below. See Table 2 for class descriptions.
1973

Burned

High vegetation
vigour

Medium vegetation
vigour

Low vegetation
vigour

1216.00

0.04

133.35

667.36

770.98

0.00

9.90

253.77

0.00

159.34

256.05

462.09

816.17

0.00

23.56

595.06

71.44

115.11

10452.21

9622.01

1289.39

0.00

2.40

694.04

Medium vegetation
vigour

185.71

164.44

3942.74

6445.66

2132.50

0.00

12.52

1325.63

Low vegetation
vigour

892.45

674.59

3446.14

9124.80

8239.67

0.00

371.21

7185.82

0.21

0.57

0.04

1.68

8.05

44.19

0.94

14.81

61.73

56.27

114.64

329.50

1125.90

0.00

1935.03

3982.09

1490.26

2009.93

2669.26

10951.77

20986.62

0.00

2223.88

31160.70

Total 1973

3917.80

3180.28

21014.43

37604.86

35369.28

44.19

4579.42

45211.93

150922.18

Total 2001

3051.40

2312.27

22246.61

14209.20

29934.67

70.48

7605.16

71492.40

150922.18

% change

-22

-27

6

-62

-15

59

66

58

0

Water
Burned
High vegetation
vigour

Large-scale
agriculture
Cleared areas
Other

Large-scale Cleared areas
agriculture

Other Total study area

Water

2001

Totals
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Figure 9. The fate of each 1973 land cover class in 2001. Note particularly the dynamic nature of most of the classes. Some
bars are too small to be displayed, therefore compare with Table 7 on which this figure is based, to get a more complete
picture.
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Figure 10. The aggregated change of each land cover class between 1973 and 2001 (based on Table 7). Note that the basin
is dominated by vegetation of various vigours and of the class termed “other”, and that vegetation has decreased generally while
other and cleared areas have increased.

5.2.4. Land cover changes based on the NDVI change detection method
Due to the limitations of binary change detection methods not being able to display degrees of
change the NDVI change detection method was applied to the study area. The resulting NDVI
calculations are shown in Figure 12 for 1973 and Figure 13 for 2001 respectively. The
geographically distributed change between these years, with degree and direction of change, is
shown in Figure 14. Figure 11 displays the NDVI frequency histograms for each year.
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Figure 11. The NDVI frequency histograms for 1973 and 2001 respectively. The basin mean NDVI was 138.9 and
118.6 for 1973 and 2001 respectively.
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Figure 12. NDVI for 1973. The vegetation vigour decreases in the longitudinal direction generally. The small scale
variability is pronounced in the north with intertwined vegetation of various vigours. The highest values are found in the north,
just north of Menongue (Figure 1), while the lowest index values are found at various cleared patches in the south. Only
small areas have vegetation of maximum or minimum vigour. The northwest and northeast are similar in vigour. Projection:
UTM WGS 1984 Zone 34N.
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Figure 13. NDVI for 2001. The vegetation vigour decreases in the longitudinal direction generally. The northeast is more
vigorous than the northwest. A large part of the northwest displays maximum vegetation vigour. There is a sharp vigour
boundary around the edges of the larger settlements. Large areas are relatively homogeneous in vegetation vigour. Projection:
UTM WGS 1984 Zone 34N.
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Figure 14. Change in NDVI from 1973 to 2001. Vegetation vigour has decreased overall in the study area. Particularly
the northwest and the southeast have decreased whereas the northeast has increased in vigour. Vegetation around urban
centres has decreased and decreased more than the surroundings. Complex vegetation dynamics are displayed on small scales
such as vegetation regeneration at small villages (e.g. Chiungo cf. Figure 1). The scale is expanded on the decrease side because
much more variability was observed there than on the increase side. Projection: UTM WGS 1984 Zone 34N.
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5.3. WATER QUALITY ALONG THE ANGOLA-NAMIBIA BORDER
The tasks of this study pertaining to water quality principally concerned analysing whether any
effects of the expanding large-scale agriculture and urbanisation along the border (cf. Table 7)
could be observed in the river during the dry season. Table 8 lists the concentration of each water
quality parameter for each sample.
The automatic linear regression calibration of the absorbance values (scaled between 0-216)
from the Auto Analyser III instrument to phosphorous concentration was judged inadequate
because the fit was relatively poor (R2=0.80). Therefore, a recalibration was carried out using a
logarithmic function that was judged more appropriate to the data and had a better fit (Figure 15,
R2=0.98) in order to achieve a better estimate of the actual concentrations for each sample in
Table 8. However, in order to avoid analytical errors resulting from regression approximations,
the statistical comparisons of the samples were carried out on the original absorbance values and
not on the derived concentrations (Figure 16, Table 9). For the bacterial results a calibration with
respect to time was carried out to get a more authoritative estimation of bacterial counts in Table
8, since the time between sampling and analysis was more than the 24 hours stipulated in the
standard method (Figure 17). However, when comparing the different locations to each other,
the original bacterial count was used in order to avoid the errors resulting from the regression
approximation (Table 9). The influence of the Cuito river on the conductivity and total dissolved
solids concentrations of the mainstream were also statistically assessed (Table 9).
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Figure 15. Calibration of Auto Analyser III absorbance values against phosphorous concentration standards.
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Table 8. Concentration of chosen water quality parameters for each sample. The bacterial counts are adjusted for temporal decay according to the equations in Figure 17. Values in brackets are
original bacterial counts. * indicate below detection limit. ** indicate channel bottom. † indicate sample failure or unreliable measurements. See Appendix 3 for description of sampling points.
Sample

Parameter

1A

Total
Total
Nitrogen
Phosphorous
-1
-1
(mg l )
(mg l )
0.071
*

Faecal coliform
counts per 100 ml

Faecal streptococci pH
counts per 100 ml

44 (30)

29 (23)

1B

0.071

*

55 (41)

12 (6)

1C

0.071

*

37 (23)

13 (7)

2A

0.068

*

2B

0.068

*

2C

0.068

*

3A

0.067

*

28 (15)

8 (3)

7.2

3B

0.070

*

23 (10)

10 (5)

3C

0.070

*

51 (38)

22 (17)

3C-24h

†

†

3C-72h

(13)

(7)

Temperature
(ºC)

Conductivity
-1
(µS cm )

Total dissolved
-1
solids (mg l )

Secchi
depth
(cm)

Dissolved
oxygen (%
saturation)

Dissolved
oxygen
-1
(mg l )

6.5

26.5

49.7

23.3

154**

†

†

6.6

27.2

48.4

22.9

120**

7.4

86

48.1

22.4

7.1

28.2

48.1

22.5

6.9

28.2

48.3

22.5

66**

7.0

†

5.6

73

4A

0.071

*

49 (36)

18 (13)

7.5

28.6

48.7

22.8

4B

0.072

*

63 (50)

31 (26)

7.2

28.5

48.0

22.8

4C

0.070

*

43 (30)

18 (13)

6.7

28.4

49.1

23.1

118**

4C-24h

(29)

(10)

4C-72h

(15)

(15)

5A

0.096

0.206

38 (25)

18 (13)

5B

0.091

0.100

37 (24)

33 (28)

6A

0.071

*

7.0

26.5

49.2

23.1

155**

6B

0.071

*

7.0

26.5

49.3

23.0

78**

6C

0.069

*

6.8

26.5

49.7

23.4

84**

4.5

60

7A

0.068

*

6.3

27.4

49.4

23.0

7B

0.068

*

6.3

26.7

49.3

23.1

7C

0.068

*

6.2

26.7

49.4

23.1

170

6.1

82

8A

0.068

*

6.3

27.0

30.8

14.2
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Table 8 cont.
Sample

8B

Total
Total
Nitrogen
Phosphorous
-1
-1
(mg l )
(mg l )
0.070
*

Faecal coliform
counts per 100 ml

Faecal streptococci pH
counts per 100 ml

Temperature
(ºC)

Conductivity
-1
(µS cm )

Total dissolved
-1
solids (mg l )

6.4

27.1

30.5

Secchi
Dissolved
depth
oxygen
-1
(cm)
(mg l )
14.1
160

8C

0.070

*

6.1

26.9

27.2

12.7

9A

0.070

*

7.0

27.5

28.9

13.3

9B

0.071

*

7.1

27.4

28.9

13.3

9C

0.073

*

7.0

27.4

28.9

10A

0.073

*

51 (45)

45 (43)

6.2

27.5

29.9

10B

0.074

*

40 (34)

22 (20)

6.3

27.4

29.4

13.4

10C

0.077

*

36 (30)

15 (13)

6.4

27.4

29.1

13.4

11A

0.073

*

6.7

27.1

29.3

13.5

11B

0.073

*

6.7

27.1

29.3

13.5

11C

0.081

*

6.9

27.2

29.4

13.6

Dissolved
oxygen (%
saturation)

155

8.1

†

13.3

110

6.7

75

13.4

140
130

7.5

91

140

8.0

†
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Figure 16. Box and whisker plot of the absorbance values from the phosphorous analysis (first quartile, median, third
quartile, whiskers and outliers) of all samples downstream and upstream of large-scale agricultural facilities along the
Angola-Namibia border (n=12 in each case).
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Figure 17. The decay in bacterial count against time for faecal coliforms and faecal streptococci respectively. Based on original
bacterial counts from samples 3C, 3C-72h, 4C, 4C-24h and 4C-72h in Table 8.
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Table 9. Summary statistics. In each case the chosen significance level was p<0.05 (under which the null hypothesis was
rejected and the alternative hypothesis (the question) assumed to be correct). Non-parametric tests chosen due to the small
sample sizes (n).
Parameter

Research question:

Test type

p-value

overall n n for each test group

Faecal coliforms

Are locations significantly different? KruskalWallis

0.3320

14

3 (2 for location 5)

Faecal
streptococci

Are locations significantly different? KruskalWallis

0.3540

14

3 (2 for location 5)

Total
Phosphorous

Are any locations beside largescale agriculture significantly
different?

KruskalWallis

0.0130

24

3 (2 for location 5)

Total
Phosphorous

Are locations upstream and
downstream of large-scale
agriculture significantly different?

MannWhitney

0.5444

24

12

Conductivity

Do the locations upstream the
Cuito confluence display
significantly higher conductivity
than the downstream locations?

MannWhitney

<0.0001

26 14 and 12 respectively

Total dissolved
solids (TDS)

Do the locations upstream the
Cuito confluence display
significantly higher TDS than the
downstream locations?

MannWhitney

<0.0001

26 14 and 12 respectively
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6. DISCUSSION
Some of the aforementioned results are in line with the expectations and previous studies on
LC change and water quality while others deviate, and yet others are line with expectations in
certain areas but deviate in other areas. It is the purpose of this section, therefore, to highlight
and discuss the results and their relationship to expectations and previous studies in the light of
the basin context; and, in addition, to discuss possible future applications and refinements of the
method and the results.
6.1. FINDINGS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO EXPECTATIONS AND PREVIOUS STUDIES
6.1.1. Findings and expectations with respect to land cover change
Before any general discussion on relationships between causes and effects it is important to
reiterate the general fact of the lack of geographically explicit information on temporal trends17 in
the basin preventing quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, the trends carry some expectations with
geographical connotations to which the proceeding sections refer.
Several overall LC trends in the study area can be observed. The area of water decreased 22%
(Table 7). On a more distributed scale, the open water of the wetlands in the northeast has
expanded which is probably connected to seasonal or annual fluctuations (Figure 14). However
these changes are rather uncertain due to the inability of the classification method to accurately
distinguish between water and burned areas. What was classified as water in 1973 became
classified as other and vegetation of low vigour, and the water class in 2001 principally originated
from the 1973 water and vegetation of low-medium vigour classes. A decrease in open water
during comparable seasons may have been caused by a drier year in 2001 compared with 1973. If
the scaled NDVI values from the MSS and the ETM+ sensors are directly comparable18, this
could explain the overall decrease in NDVI of about 17% between the years (Figure 11-14).
However it is contrary to the most prevalent tendency in the scant precipitation data (Table 4).
Most of the water is however generated in the north and the precipitation data relates exclusively
to the south and cannot justifiably be said to be representative of the study area. Therefore
precipitation differences are assumed to be responsible for the overall decrease in vegetation
vigour in the study area. Trewby (2003) however found that NDVI increased between 1973/1975
and 1993. Perhaps this disparity can be attributed to the fact that Trewby studied three Landsat
scenes covering the western part of the Angola-Namibia border (also areas outside the basin)
whereas this study looked at 13 mosaicked images in 1973 and 11 mosaicked images in 2001
covering the vast majority of the upper basin as well. Still, the areas Trewby looked at changed in
the opposite direction in this study suggesting that the disparity may also be due to precipitation
differences between 1993 and 2001.
Overall, the burned areas decreased by 27% (Figure 10). It should be stressed, as previously
noted, that some of the areas identified as burned may also be due to shadow effects but that the
areal contribution of these ought to be rather small due to the relatively small areal spread of
daylight shadows in low-sloping terrain. Burned areas in 1973 principally became classified as
other and vegetation of low vigour and a notably small area (7%) remained burned in 2001 (Table
7). Burned areas in 1973 thus seem to regenerate to a large extent while new areas are brought
under fire, perhaps as people move to new locations. Some large burned areas have emerged in
the time period e.g. near Savate, between Baxico Longa and Nankova, west of Nankova, between
17 Societal trends were the focus of this study, but it is important to realise that natural trends are probably also
important as causative agents in the basin.
18 The later Landsat sensors have been designed to be compatible with earlier sensors particularly for the
purposes of studying temporal change. More on their compatibility in GLCF (2004).
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Sandála and Mavengue, north of Mucunha, southeast of Longa, and southeast of Rundu (Figure
8 & 1).
Vegetation of high vigour underwent large changes (only about 50% remained the same class)
but overall displayed only a small areal increase19 (Table 7). In addition to what remained the
same, large areas became vegetation of medium and low vigour and other. And, the addition to
the class principally came from vegetation of medium vigour. Vegetation of medium vigour
further decreased markedly (62%) in areal extent. It shifted in diametrically opposite directions
principally to other and to vegetation of high vigour. The northeast is the main area in which the
highly vigorous vegetation has increased (Figure 8). This area also displayed a more uniform
vegetation with respect to LC class in 2001 compared with in 1973. That is to say that there
appears to have been more small-scale variability in vegetation vigour in 1973 in this area (e.g.
near Mucunha) while much more was uniformly highly vigorous in 2001. Perhaps vegetation in
1973 meadows regenerated during this time. Big changes were observed in vegetation of low
vigour although the overall decrease of 15% was not as extensive as some of the other changes
observed (Table 7). Large areas previously belonging to this class turned into other and
vegetation of medium vigour. Thus it appears that the basin vegetation is dynamic, and that
particularly the areas of medium and low vigour have decreased (developing the overall trend of
the NDVI decrease) while some highly vigorous vegetation seems to have regenerated. This
pattern is also further developed when looking at degrees of changes at hillsides and valleys in the
north, where hillsides have generally increased in vegetation vigour whereas valleys have
decreased to a greater extent (Figure 14). Perhaps this has to do with changed land use of some
sort in connection with the war such as hesitation to venture far away from the dwelling and thus
more intensive use of the proximate relative to the distant areas.
Cleared areas have, albeit being a small class in the study area, increased markedly (66%).
These originate mainly from areas of low vegetation vigour and classified as other (Table 7). The
areas in the immediate surroundings of Rundu (which Trewby (2003) also found), Menongue and
Cuito Cuanavale are to a much greater extent classified as cleared areas in 2001 instead of other
as in 1973 (Figure 6 & 7). For example, the eastern hillsides and the valley just to the west of
Menongue have undergone a marked decrease in vegetation vigour (Figure 14). It appears further
that the clearing of land near urban areas in the northwest is not accompanied by associated road
developments etc. (e.g. near Cuchi and Liaionga); and some roads appear to have deteriorated in
this time period. Moreover, Menongue and Cuito Cuanavale also display a sharper vegetation
boundary with respect to the surroundings than before. The valley vegetation vigour has
decreased and there is a relatively sharper boundary to vegetation vigour increases on the hillsides
(Figure 12 & 13). The vegetation around e.g. Caiundo and Calai20 has further decreased markedly
in vigour such that what used to be classified mainly as low vigour became other in 2001. All this
is in line with expectations from urbanisation and the isolation of some of these towns during the
sieges (i.e. that people fled and voluntarily moved to the urban centres and used the resources
within the isolation limits). However, e.g. areas around Bimbe in the valley south of Menongue
have also been cleared indicating not only large towns under MPLA21 control were affected by
clearing. In addition, the limitations of the classification do not allow distinction between areas
cleared for different purposes such as general urbanisation, siege isolation during the war or
preparations for farming.
19 Trewby (2003) on the contrary found a decrease in “healthy vegetation “ but the results are probably not
directly comparable considering the big disparity in study areas and the differential definition of the information
classes.
20 Calai opposite to Rundu was isolated during the war due to cut-off transport lines rather than direct sieges
according to information from the local population.
21 MPLA (Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola) - led by Jose Eduardo dos Santos - was one of the main
warring factions and the government during the Angolan civil war.
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Small-scale farming has also led to clearing of land and reduced vegetation vigour particularly
immediately (0-5km) south (and the opposite trend immediately north) of the Angola-Namibia
border stretch of the river and near the larger towns, as judged by the characteristic rectangular
pattern of the small fields, which is in line with what Trewby (2003) found (Figure 3, 4 & 14). But
since the population on either side of the border stretch were perhaps never comparable
(footnote 2, p. 3), one cannot merely attribute this change to the effects of emigration out of the
Kuando Kubango region and immigration into the Kavango region (and associated differential
intensities of resource use) even though it is likely that it has played a major role in the process.
However, on a broader scale (10-20 km) there seems to be just as much perturbation of vegetation
above as below the border particularly east of Rundu (Figure 14). Often changes have gone
further though in Namibia (i.e. to the cleared class rather than to other). Furthermore, in
instances vegetation decreases are observed on the Angolan side when corresponding changes of
equal magnitude cannot be seen on the Namibian side (e.g. near Mbambi west of Katere), which
has not been clearly stated in previous studies. A cause for that may be if the vegetation on the
Namibian side was already perturbed in contrast to the Angolan side at the onset of the study
period. Still, that perturbations would be comparable at some distance from the river is somewhat
surprising since one would expect perturbations to be lower above the border for the
aforementioned reasons. Perhaps this similarity has to do with UNITA22 forces living off the
land, burning villages, crops and ground in their warfare thereby perturbing the land. The fact
that the similarity is stronger east compared with west of Rundu perhaps also strengthens this
supposition since UNITA for a long time had their headquarters at Jamba just east of the basin
(Campbell, 1990, Figure 1). Current post-war activity on the Angolan side of the border is
certainly evident from the ongoing fires and flourishing macrophyte cross-border transport
industry that were observed during the field visit to Namibia.
The areal extent of large-scale agriculture is small in the study area (only 0.05% of the entire
area, Table 7). Nevertheless, it has increased a lot between 1973 and 2001 (59%) as previous
studies have indicated (e.g. Trewby, 2003), but the areal increase is much smaller than the 320%
population increase during the same time in the Kavango region of Namibia (where the
expansions have occurred) suggesting that the majority of the population did not rely on the
large-scale agriculture for their subsistence in 2001. Still, land has been cleared just beside the
existing large-scale agricultural facility at Shitemo (west of GT10) as one could expect from the
ongoing construction of a new pumping station observed during the field visit there (Figure 8).
The expansion of large-scale agriculture may indicate that a higher proportion of the local
population will rely on food from these fields in the future than at present. But perhaps it is more
likely that products of these intensive developments will end up at markets in Windhoek or
abroad. The new developments originated mainly on ground that was previously vegetation of
low vigour and other (Figure 8). Assuming that the large-scale agriculture is mainly intensive
cultivation of a few selected crop species, it would seem that these areas have experienced an
increase in vegetation vigour but decrease in species diversity. The area in the far northwestern
corner of the study area identified as large-scale agriculture seems to have decreased in magnitude
but increased in intensity between 1973 and 2001 (Figure 14). Perhaps it is related to satellite
snapshots being taken at different times in the cropping season, but it could also indicate that not
all the infrastructure was equally damaged by the war, which is commonly the impression from
the literature (e.g. Brittain, 1998).
Areas classified as other increased 58%, which is a remarkable change considering the size of
the class (Table 7). Contributing new areas in 2001 were principally classified as vegetation of
medium and low vigour in 1973. That, in conjunction with the general decrease in vegetation
vigour (Figure 14), suggests that the “other” class consists mainly of relatively bare ground with
UNITA (União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola) - led by Jonas Savimbi until his death in 2002
- was one of the main warring factions during the Angolan civil war.
22
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sparse vegetation or vegetation of very low vigour (perhaps grasses with low reflectance, drier
floodplain areas or roads). Large areas in the northwest of the study area have gone mainly from
low vegetation vigour to other. Some areas however, e.g. between Canjole and Miguel, have gone
all the way to becoming cleared (Figure 6-8). This is somewhat surprising since most of the
precipitation falls there (as judged by the density of the drainage network in Figure 3 & 4), which
ought to suggest more highly vigorous vegetation growth in this rather dry environment. A
potential reason might be species differences that differentially absorb red and infra-red light in
the various parts of the study area, or that the satellite image snapshots are of different growth
stages in the vegetation cycle at different parts in the study area. Judging from the landscape
pattern it seems, however, that these areas have indeed become more intensely utilised during the
course of the war. Perhaps this is related to higher population pressure in the west compared
with the east (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004), or the proximity to Huambo city. Still, further
north, in areas just south of Donde, field patterns have vanished almost completely between 1973
and 2001.
With respect to the expected regeneration of vegetation in small villages due to abandonment
as noted in previous studies, a mixed pattern was observed. Vegetation regeneration (suggesting
wartime abandonment) appears to have taken place in e.g. Chiungo, Catala, Sabunonga,
Chissanda, Sacalenga, Caala, Saupite, Sauala, Chinhama, and Savitangaiala de Môma (Figure 1, 8
& 14). On the other hand several other villages (e.g. Techipeio and Tonguela) do not display this
vegetation difference between 1973 and 2001. Some villages may also have been moved slightly
in this time period (e.g. Tombole and Cangote). In contrast to Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2004) the
results indicate that Chitembo has lost most of its vigorously growing vegetation and therefore not
undergone vegetation regeneration (Figure 8 & 14). Perhaps this is due to misidentification on
their part considering that the drainage pattern in their figures do not line up with those where
Chitembo is located according to the village location data that was used both in their and this
study. However, it could also be due to mosaic matching problems in this study. In contrast to
Trewby (2003) this study neither found that vegetation had regenerated near Catambué. It may be
possible that this disparity can be attributed to differences in the information class definitions. In
any case, the vegetation regeneration trend is perhaps not a major areal trend in the study area
but nevertheless evident in several villages and thus paramount in each local setting.
Finally, with respect to the riparian vegetation – that emerging management initiatives have
expressed interest in (Brenda G. Bergman, pers. comm.) – both sides of the river along the
Angola-Namibia border appear to have decreased considerably (Figure 6 & 7). Still the width of
the riparian corridor has decreased more on the Namibian side than on Angolan side. The
general decrease can perhaps be attributed to the overall decrease in vegetation vigour in the
study area (Figure 11); and the more intense utilisation in Namibia may be responsible for the
larger decrease of the riparian width there. In contrast however, vegetation in certain areas such
as just east of Rupara seem to have regenerated on the floodplains. Thus, the utilisation pattern
does not seem to be uniform along the stretch of the border. It further appears that the river has
extended its meanders in some parts of this region (i.e. eroded the outside of the meander bends)
in that the NDVI is greatly decreased on the outside and greatly increased on the inside of the
meander bends (Figure 14). This is in line with the natural tendency of meandering rivers
indicating that the index is robust even at rather small scales in relation to pixel size. One could
imagine that this trend would be due to geo-correctional artefacts as well but since nearby bright
gravel roads line up reasonably well and thus do not display the same stark NDVI change
contrasts patterns, the observations seem to be sound.
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6.1.2. Findings and expectations with respect to water quality
The focus now turns to the results and expectations from the observed LC changes on water
quality. It is important to reiterate initially though that the objective of this study was not to carry
out a systematic study of water quality in the study area or along the Angola-Namibia border.
Instead it principally concerned analysing the effects of the expanding large-scale agriculture, and
to some extent urban growth, on selected water quality parameters along the border stretch.
In this study, total phosphorous concentrations were similarly low or lower than those quoted
by Trewby (2003) and Mendelsohn & el Obeid (2003), although Trewby’s results were principally
below the detection limits during comparable seasons. It is also important to note that these
studies’ sampling strategies were related to mainstream/backwaters and populated places
respectively, whereas this study specifically focused on large-scale agricultural farms which may
also explain the differences that exist. Nevertheless, phosphorous concentrations varied
significantly from location to location (p=0.013, Table 9). It is evident however that locations
above large-scale agricultural developments cannot be significantly differentiated (p=0.544) from
locations below these developments with respect to total phosphorous concentration during the
2005 dry season at the 0.05 significance level (Table 9 & Figure 16). Thus it appears that any
effluents from these facilities are negligible with respect to phosphorous concentrations. Perhaps
because the fields do not appear to be directly connected with the river during the dry season. No
drainage channels were observed, and most excess irrigation water probably evaporates in these
dry conditions. Instead potential excess fertilisers may affect the river in effluent burst connected
with wet season overland runoff events. Perhaps also nutrients are quickly assimilated into the
food-chain. But dissolved oxygen levels below large-scale agriculture are not depressed as one
would expect from increased respiration from plant uptake of nutrients (Table 8). However, the
dissolved oxygen concentration results in this study are rather unreliable due to sensor
fluctuations, which leaves this supposition floating. Location to location differences may be
connected to proximity to human and cattle access points as Trewby (2003) suggested. No
quantification of proximity was carried out therefore it could not be statistically assessed. But e.g.
location 3 and 6 were close to human access points as evident from the field visit and still these
could not be differentiated from the other locations.
Total nitrogen levels were almost exclusively below the detection limit except for the special
samples 5A & 5B (Table 8). 5A & 5B were pools below the Rundu sewage works without direct
overland connection to the river (Appendix 3). Thus they are not representative of the river but
may indicate that, in conditions of hydrological connectivity, the sewage works could elevate the
nitrogen levels of the river. Similar pools of elevated nutrient concentrations could probably be
found in connection to areas of more intensive livestock farming, which may act in the same way
during wet season overland runoff events. In comparison to previous studies, the total nitrogen
concentration results were surprisingly low. This could be due to analytical instrument failure but
it may also be caused by sampling at different stages of a potentially dynamic nutrient cycle and,
in that case in this study the samples were gathered at a stage of low concentration in the water
body.
With respect to the faecal coliforms and faecal streptococci, the observed values are not
particularly high for an open access water body like the Okavango river (S. Andersson, pers.
comm.; Table 8). Presence of these in drinking waters is not optimal and may indicate presence
of more pathogenic micro-organisms, but the levels observed in this study are not alarming.
Neither faecal coliforms (p=0.332) nor faecal streptococci (p=0.354) vary significantly from
location to location (Table 9). There is a trend of elevated bacterial counts downstream of Rundu
(location 3 vs 4, Table 8). Still, one cannot see significant impacts of either direct Rundu effluents
or effluents from e.g. livestock farming along the whole stretch of the Angola-Namibia border.
Thus, faecal contamination from human or animal sources appear to be lower than the
assimilation capacity of the river at the time.
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The pH was stable around neutral and temperature displays some local variability in line with
previous studies (Table 8). However, there is a significant influence of the Cuito river confluence
on conductivity and total dissolved solids whereby the concentrations above the confluence are
significantly higher than those below the confluence (p<0.0001 and p<0.0001 respectively) in
contrast to what Trewby (2003) found (Table 9). Dissolved oxygen levels were also elevated
below the confluence. It appears thus that the Cuito has a diluting effect and carries less
dissolved solids and more dissolved oxygen than the mainstem at that point. Perhaps this is due
to the intensive land use of the Okavango immediately upstream of the confluence relative to the
Cuito. The Cuito also has substantial wetlands in the upstream parts of its catchment which may
act as sinks, thereby potentially improving the water quality. In addition, the sampling took place
during the time when the Cuito is a relatively large contributor to the total discharge of the river,
roughly at par with the mainstream Okavango (Mendelsohn & el Obeid, 2004), thus the impact
of the Cuito is likely to be largest, and therefore the results represent the starkest differences, at
this time.
With respect to Secchi depth, the river bank could be clearly seen at all locations above
Rundu. Below Rundu a noticeable, albeit not measurable, decrease in water clarity occurred, and
below Shitemo the visibility was measurably limited to less than the full depth of the channel
(Table 8, like Trewby, 2003). Secchi depth is, however, a rather crude measurement with several
possible factors affecting it (e.g. sediments, water colour and algal growth). Therefore one should
not draw extensive conclusions based merely on these observations. Nevertheless, they do
suggest that accumulated causes along the Angola-Namibia border such as the intensive use of
the land (e.g. through the reductions in the riparian corridor and the clearing of land) measurably
impact the river along this stretch.
6.2. FUTURE APPLICATIONS AND REFINEMENTS
Many of the obtained results with respect to LC change and water quality can be used directly
by institutions such as OKACOM in future management initiatives for sustainable development
(e.g. in vegetation mapping). However, with additional effort the results can be used as a
foundation in many more circumstances in order to answer more applied research and
management questions pertaining to the study area and beyond. One could systematically study
the extent and change patterns of the riparian vegetation throughout the entire study area, e.g. to
identify areas of intense utilisation, with the aid of the NDVI imagery (Figure 12-14). Moreover,
ecotones that are often considered to be hubs of species diversity and perhaps therefore
important in conservation efforts could be identified and mapped by constructing a vegetation
variability index and apply it to the mosaics or classifications of the study area. In addition, the
wetlands in the Cuito river potentially acting as nutrient and sediment sinks could be mapped,
which could be considered of importance for maintaining the water quality of the river
considering the observed Cuito influence. In any case, their mapping could aid in investigating
this supposition further. Furthermore, comparable LC classifications and NDVI imagery could
be constructed for the very recent years in order to study post-war resettlement patterns. The
imagery could also be subset to any geographic unit of interest (e.g. to sub-catchments) to discern
differences between these. Also, with the addition of a digital elevation model of the study area,
one could identify areas with relatively steep slopes and little vegetation or cleared for farming
and thereby potentially prone to elevated erosion rates. In addition, much more could be done
with regards to identifying causes of change, particularly with respect to natural trends. This
requires geographically distributed information however, which turned out to be rather difficult
to obtain in this study. Finally, the change detection method evaluation, and the two methods
that were found useful in the Okavango context based on that evaluation, may also be useful in
other river basins with similar conditions of a semi-arid environment, limited possibilities of
access and lack of geographically explicit reference data.
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Before proceeding with further applications, it is probably wise however to consider if the
applications will suffer significantly from the limitations of this study, and therefore to refine it
before proceeding if that is the case. Geometric accuracy may be one such limitation to consider.
The absolute geometric accuracy was within one pixel (Table 5), but the relative geometric
accuracy was lower, particularly for 1973. Still, visual evaluation of the accuracy with respect to
e.g. road alignments was very good and therefore judged adequate for this study. Nevertheless, if
fine scale patterns and geometric accuracy are of particular interest, geometric reference points
covering the entire study area could be collected to improve this aspect. Another limitation, also
connected to the overall lack of reference points in the area, concerns the detail of the
classification. There is much more information in the mosaics than what was used for the LC
classifications (Figure 6 & 7) i.e. many more classes could be distinguished but not authoritatively
labelled. However, for the future, if ground-truth data is collected during satellite overpass it may
be possible to distinguish much more detailed vegetation patterns with respect to vegetation
types and perhaps even taxa. This could be of importance for the mapping of e.g. native and
endangered species or species particularly important to people’s livelihoods. However one needs
to consider pixel size as well. The Landsat imagery benefits from having a long historic record of
a moderately detailed resolution. In this study it suffers, though, from having inter-image
brightness value differences that the mosaicking process could not completely account for
(however, these artefacts are easily observed in visual analysis). Thereby, if broad patterns are of
interest and one wants to avoid this potential nuisance, it may be advisable to use sensors that
cover the entire study area in one or only a few images (e.g. the AVHRR system). On the other
hand, if the local setting is more important then either only one Landsat image could be used or
even systems with a finer resolution such as Ikonos or QuickBird, or some combination of these.
However, continuity and comparability with the Landsat imagery used in this study is also a
factor to consider. Finally, even though total phosphorous concentrations were not significantly
different above and below large-scale agricultural facilities during the dry season, it would be
valuable to carry out a similar analysis during the wet season, particularly connected with overland
runoff events, to clarify the potential link further. With a seasonally more complete picture of
nutrient concentrations above and below large-scale agricultural facilities, it would be possible to
better apprehend what impacts future agricultural developments may or may not have on water
quality.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The peoples of the Okavango river basin – particularly in Angola – have gone through
tremendous hardship in the recent wartime history, and with the end of the Angolan civil war
have begun to resettle in their native homes in Angola. Along with other trends such as
urbanisation and population growth in the basin, there are increasing calls for the development of
a sustainable, basin-wide management strategy for the basin. Sound decision-making within such
a context requires knowledge of the environmental history of the basin. It was therefore the aim
of this research effort to develop a remote sensing method to study LC changes that the basin
has gone through during the Angolan civil war, the relation of these changes to major societal
trends as potential causative agents during this time period, and whether any discernible impact
of large-scale agricultural expansions and urban growth along the Angola-Namibia border could
be observed in the water quality of the river.
The initial phase of the study concerned elucidating the major societal trends, and their
geographical connotations, that the basin has gone through during the period of analysis, some of
which were found to be: migration, urbanisation, population growth (particularly in the Kavango
region of Namibia), village abandonment and infrastructure deterioration.
The second phase of the study concerned developing and evaluating a set of remote sensing
methods to study LC changes within the limits of the scant availability of ground-truth data in the
study area (objective 1). It was found that, even though all methods have their limitations, the
most analytically useful in this context were: 1. the combined unsupervised classification and
pattern-recognition change detection method (providing quantified and geographically distributed
binary LC class change trajectory information) and, 2. the NDVI change detection method
(providing quantified and geographically distributed continuous information on degrees of
change in vegetation vigour). These methods could perhaps also be useful in other river basin
contexts with similar conditions and limitations, which future studies could focus upon.
The nature, extent and geographical distribution of LC changes in the study area during the
Angolan civil war were determined, as aimed for in objective 2 (Figure 6-14). One of the major
observed LC changes was that of decreased vegetation vigour, perhaps connected with
precipitation differences between the years. However, while decreases were observed in the
northwest important increases were also observed in the northeast, and on more local scales the
pattern was often more complex (Figure 8 & 14). It also seems that the vegetation is rather
dynamic in nature in the study area (Table 7).
Several connections between the societal trends and the LC changes were elucidated upon, as
stipulated in objective 3. With respect to migration out of Angola into Namibia, the LC changes
followed expectations of more intense use in Namibia close to the border but not at some
distance, particularly east of Rundu. With respect to urbanisation, expectations of increased
human impacts in the local setting were observed in e.g. Rundu, Menongue and Cuito Cuanavale.
Moreover, road deterioration was observed in connection with urban expansion in Angola. But
not all infrastructure appears to have been equally damaged by the war (e.g. the large-scale
agricultural facility near Sauala). Furthermore, some villages (e.g. Savitangaiala de Môma) seem to
have been abandoned during the war such that the vegetation could regenerate, which was
expected. But other villages (e.g. Techipeio) have not undergone the same vegetation
regeneration suggesting they were not abandoned. Finally, the areal extent of large-scale
agriculture increased 59% (26 km2) during the war, perhaps as a consequence of population
growth. But the expansion was not nearly at par with the population growth of the Kavango
region during the same time period (320%), suggesting that a smaller proportion of the population
relied on the large-scale agriculture for their subsistence in 2001 compared with 1973 (assuming
that not everything was transported out of the region).
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With respect to the impact of the large-scale agriculture and urbanisation on the water quality
of the river along the Angola-Namibia border (objective 4), no significant impacts were found
during the 2005 dry season at the 0.05 significance level. Total phosphorous concentrations
(range: 0.067-0.095 mgl-1) varied significantly between locations (p=0.013) but locations upstream
of large-scale agricultural facilities were not significantly different from those downstream
(p=0.544). Moreover, neither faecal coliforms (range: 23-63 counts per 100 ml) nor faecal
streptococci (range: 8-33 counts per 100 ml) varied significantly between locations (p=0.332 and
p=0.354 respectively). Thus, the impact of Rundu and the extensive livestock farming along the
border was not significant at this time. The Cuito river on the other hand significantly decreased
both the conductivity (range: 27.2-49.7 µS cm-1, p<0.0001) and the total dissolved solid
concentration (range: 12.7-23.4 mg l-1, p<0.0001) of the Okavango during the dry season.
Many of the results of this study can be used directly or with further application as baseline
information for sustainable decision-making and management in the basin. However, it is up to
institutions charged with that objective to utilise the information in pursuit of sustainable
development and the ending of suffering and poverty, for the benefit of the peoples of the
Okavango and beyond.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Source vector metadata. No information on data quality was available but it was judged as reasonably accurate
for visual but not digital analysis relative to the satellite imagery. Therefore the drainage network was manually extended
(digitised from the 2001 mosaic) to include all minor tributaries as well during digital analysis. Similarly the drainage basin
vector was corrected for minor digitisation errors before digital analysis.
Description

Original spatial
reference system

Drainage network
of the Okavango

Geographic, decimal
degrees

Place names in
the region

Geographic, decimal
degrees

African country
boundaries

Geographic, decimal
degrees

Drainage basin of
the Okavango

Geographic, decimal
degrees

Date

Source & Copyright

August 2004

Okavango Basin Data and literature resources Metadata v.
2.0 by RAISON (the Research and Information Services of
Namibia) in Windhoek, Namibia

August 2004

Okavango Basin Data and literature resources Metadata v.
2.0 by RAISON (the Research and Information Services of
Namibia) in Windhoek, Namibia

August 2004

Okavango Basin Data and literature resources Metadata v.
2.0 by RAISON (the Research and Information Services of
Namibia) in Windhoek, Namibia

August 2004

Okavango Basin Data and literature resources Metadata v.
2.0 by RAISON (the Research and Information Services of
Namibia) in Windhoek, Namibia

Appendix 2. Source satellite image metadata. Scene number follows the World Reference System (WRS) 1 for the MSS
imagery and WRS-2 for the ETM+ imagery. GLCF is Global Land Cover Facility (http://www.landcover.org) and
HOORC is the Harry Oppenheimer Okavango Research Centre imagery library. Publisher in all instances: U.S.
Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, USA.
Scene
(Path-Row)

Landsat
Sensor

Date / Time

Pixel size
(m)

Projection

Correction
level

Source

188-073

MSS

1979-06-18 /
07:51

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 North

Orthorectified

GLCF

189-072

MSS

1973-05-27 /
08:08

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 North

Orthorectified

GLCF

190-071

MSS

1972-09-18 /
08:13

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 North

Orthorectified

GLCF

190-072

MSS

1973-08-26 /
08:13

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

191-069

MSS

1973-08-27 /
08:17

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

191-070

MSS

1973-08-27 /
08:18

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

191-071

MSS

1973-08-27 /
08:18

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

191-072

MSS

1973-08-27 /
08:18

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

192-069

MSS

1973-09-15 /
08:23

60x60

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

192-070

MSS

1973-09-15 /
08:23

60x60

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Orthorectified

HOORC
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Appendix 2 cont.
Scene
(Path-Row)

Landsat
Sensor

Date/Time

Pixel size
(m)

Projection

Correction
level

Source

192-071

MSS

1973-09-15 /
08:23

60x60

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

193-069

MSS

1973-08-29 /
08:29

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

193-070

MSS

1973-08-29 /
08:29

57x57

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Orthorectified

HOORC

176-072

ETM+

2001-10-13 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Level-1G

HOORC

177-072

ETM+

2001-10-04 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Level-1G

HOORC

178-069

ETM+

2001-08-08 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Level-1G

HOORC

178-070

ETM+

2001-09-09 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Level-1G

HOORC

178-071

ETM+

2001-09-09 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 South

Level-1G

HOORC

178-072

ETM+

2001-08-08 /
no time

28.5x28.5

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 34 North

Orthorectified

GLCF

179-069

ETM+

2001-05-11 /
no time

28.5x28.5

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 North

Orthorectified

GLCF

179-070

ETM+

2001-10-02 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Level-1G

HOORC

179-071

ETM+

2001-10-02 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Level-1G

HOORC

180-069

ETM+

2001-09-23 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Level-1G

HOORC

180-070

ETM+

2001-09-23 /
no time

33x33

UTM WGS 1984
Zone 33 South

Level-1G

HOORC

S-3310_2000

GeoCover
2000/ETM+
Mosaic

2000-04-27
to 2002-0514

14.25x14.25

UTM WGS 1984

Orthorectified

HOORC

S-3315_2000

GeoCover
2000/ETM+
Mosaic

2000-04-24
to 2002-0629

14.25x14.25

UTM WGS 1984

Orthorectified

HOORC

S-3410_2000

GeoCover
2000/ETM+
Mosaic

1999-10-31
to 2002-0514

14.25x14.25

UTM WGS 1984

Orthorectified

HOORC

S-3415_2000

GeoCover
2000/ETM+
Mosaic

2000-01-30
to 2002-0502

14.25x14.25

UTM WGS 1984

Orthorectified

HOORC
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Appendix 3. Metadata on collected ground-truth points. Acquisition dates 16th-21st October 2005. Spatial reference:
Geographic. Units: Decimal degrees. Categories: Upstream is upstream of large-scale agriculture, Downstream is downstream
of large-scale agriculture, Pool is geomorphic trough beside river, Cuito is immediately downstream of the Cuito confluence,
Popa Falls is at the Popa Falls, Changed is areas having changed between 1973 and 2001 whereas Not changed are
qualitatively unchanged areas and, Accuracy is used in the evaluation of absolute geometric accuracy.
Name

Category

1

Upstream

Latitude
18.92594

Longitude

Description

-17.81994 Upstream Nzinze

2

Downstream

18.97897

-17.82862 Downstream Nzinze

3

Upstream

19.54839

-17.87501 Upstream Rundu

4

Downstream

19.80505

-17.86954 Downstream Rundu

5A

Pool

19.79568

-17.88144 Pool between Rundu sewage works and the river

5B

Pool

19.79523

-17.88234 Pool between Rundu sewage works and the river

6

Upstream

20.47356

-17.94983 Upstream Shitemo

7

Downstream

20.56987

-17.98239 Downstream Shitemo

8

Cuito

20.84274

-18.03584 Downstream the Cuito confluence

9

Upstream

21.37164

-18.00512 Upstream Shadikongoro

10

Downstream

21.42754

-18.03269 Downstream Shadikongoro

11

Popa Falls

21.58638

-18.11715 At the Popa Falls

CH01Y

Changed

19.50241

-17.87291 Road to school off the main road

CH02N

Not changed

19.42804

-17.87673 Drainage valley and road intersection

CH03N

Not changed

19.29353

-17.84980 Drainage valley and road intersection

CH04Y

Changed

19.28690

-17.85871 18-20 year old small-scale cattle fields

CH05N

Not changed

18.91314

-17.84738 Road built before 1973 south of Nzinze

CH06Y

Changed

19.72633

-17.91568 Road to school

CH07N

Not changed

19.74156

-17.95046 Drainage valley and bridge intersection beside Rundu
airport

CH08Y

Changed

19.80051

-17.89610 South-western corner of the Rundu sewage works

CH09N

Not changed

20.13763

-17.92931 Open woodland

CH10Y

Changed

20.09477

-17.94289 Corner of cleared field north of the tar road ca 35km
from Rundu

CH11Y

Changed

20.09158

-17.94359 Corner of cleared field south of the tar road ca 35km
from Rundu

GT01

Accuracy,
Not changed

21.54897

-18.09915 T-junction at Divundu of the Caprivi and Mohembo
roads

GT02

Accuracy,
Changed

18.92169

-17.82458 T-junction immediately west of Nzinze

GT03A

Accuracy,
Changed

19.46252

-17.87368 Corner of eucalyptus plantation (actual corner of
cleared area)

GT03B

Accuracy,
Changed

19.46221

-17.87531 Corner of eucalyptus plantation (corner of eucalyptus
th
trees on 18 October 2005)

GT04

Accuracy,
Changed

19.74923

-17.92454 Nkurenkuru & Grootfontein junction in Rundu

GT05

Accuracy,
Changed

19.74059

-17.95140 Junction north of Rundu airport and south of the bridge
to Rundu

GT06

Accuracy,
Changed

19.79764

-17.89895 T-junction just west of the Rundu sewage works

GT07

Accuracy,
Changed

19.86792

-17.92932 Tar road T-junction of the Rundu and Vungu-Vungu
roads

GT08

Accuracy,
Changed

20.02594

-17.94331 Tar road T-junction of the Rundu and Shambyu roads

GT09

Accuracy,
Changed

20.17603

-17.91039 Tar road T-junction of the Rundu and Mashare roads

GT10

Accuracy,
Not Changed

20.47074

-17.95156 T-junction at Ndonga of the gravel road and the
connecting road to the tar road
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